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(1)

THE CHALLENGES AND
OPPORTUNITIES FACING DISABILITY CLAIMS

PROCESSING IN 2006

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 7, 2005

U.S. HoUSe of repreSentativeS,     
Committee on veteranS’ affairS,

Washington, D.C.

 the Committee met, pursuant to call, at 1:10 p.m., in room 334, 
Cannon House Office Building, Hon. Steve Buyer [Chairman of the 
Committee] presiding.
 present:  representatives buyer, stearns, brown, miller, evans, 
snyder, michaud, herseth, hooley, berkley, udall.

 tHe CHairman.  good afternoon.  the Committee will come to or-
der.
 today we will receive testimony on the challenges and opportuni-
ties facing the Veterans Benefit Administration’s claims processing 
system.
  In fiscal year 2005, the Department of Veterans Affairs paid mon-
etary benefits to 3.5 million service disabled veterans, eligible survi-
vors, and, in some instances, disabled children of Vietnam era vet-
erans, an obligation of more than $32 billion.  this represents an 
83 percent increase in the past ten years.  in 1995, the mandatory 
payments were just shy of $18 billion.
 when you look at it from 1995 to 2005, you have to take into ac-
count the increased operational tempo of the united states military, 
whether it was the post-gulf war, somalia, bosnia, kosovo, gulf war 
ii, or afghanistan; training; or other commitments to regions and 
countries around the world, the force has experienced a great deal of 
stress, and there are consequences.
 Vba has 8,918 dedicated employees processing disability and pen-
sion  claims at  regional  offices across America.   As  reflected  in Ad-
miral Cooper’s november 3rd testimony before the disability assis-
tance and memorial affairs subcommittee, Vba in 2005 made over 
763,000 disability determinations, performed more than two million 
award actions, handled over 6.3 million phone calls, conducted over 
a million interviews, and conducted nearly 70,000 hours of outreach 
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to military members, former prisoners of war, homeless veterans, mi-
norities, female veterans, and other targeted groups.
 what we need to know is whether this system is buckling under 
pressure.  as of two days ago, there are more than 370,000 compen-
sation and pension claims pending, with more than 85,000 claims 
pending over 180 days.
 in october, rating-related claims were pending on average 124 
days, and it was taking another 155 days to complete a decision.
 there are almost 40,000 appeals pending at the board of Veterans’ 
appeals and about 32 percent are remanded to the original regional 
office or the Appeals Management Center for further development.  It 
is no surprise that the backlog is consistently cited as a major concern 
among the Committee members, among our colleagues, and Vba’s 
stakeholders.
  VA  estimates  that  in  fiscal  year  2006,  it will  receive more  than 
725,000 compensation rating-related claims, an increase of three 
percent over fiscal year 2005.  The most time-consuming claims are 
original,  or first-time filings, because  the entire  record needs  to be 
developed; Va estimates it will receive a little more than 206,000 new 
claims in fiscal year 2006.
 the most common claims, however, are those reopened by veter-
ans filing for an increased rating or a new disability altogether.  VA 
estimates it will receive more than 464,000 reopened claims in fiscal 
year 2006.
  By September of 2003, VBA had significantly reduced the number 
of pending claims to 253,000 from a high of 450,000 in 2001.  the 
average days pending was reduced to 111 days.   
 i look forward to today’s testimony as we begin to understand what 
has happened in the last several years that has led us to the vast 
inventory of claims.
  [The statement of Steve Buyer appears on p. 55]

 tHe CHairman.  i would now like to recognize the ranking member, 
the gentleman from illinois, mr. evans.
 mr. evanS.  thank you, mr. Chairman.
 i also am concerned about the continuing problems with poor qual-
ity and large backlogs that are due to VA’s  insufficient funding for 
appropriate numbers and type of staff.
 last spring, democrats on this Committee urged for additional 
funding for staff to process claims for veterans and appeals at the 
board.  that request was rejected by the budget Committees.
 the Va cannot be expected to provide decisions of acceptable qual-
ity and timeliness without adequate resources.  more veterans are 
applying for benefits.  More veterans who appeal decisions are wait-
ing years for hearings before the board.
 staff who process claims feel overwhelmed and under-trained.  the 
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results are predictable: longer delays and more errors as well.
 the administration and Congress must work together to provide 
the resources Va needs to decide claims fairly and accurately in a 
timely manner.
 i want to thank you all.  and i want to thank you, mr. Chairman, 
and all of our witnesses, and yield back the balance of my time.
  [The statement of Mr. Evans appears on p. 57]

 tHe CHairman.  thank you, mr. evans.
 mr. brown, you are now recognized, and i understand you have 
had a significant loss in the State of South Carolina.
 mr. Brown.  yes, mr. Chairman.  former Congressman Carroll 
Campbell, former governor of our state, passed away today.  and i 
know we all want to express our sympathies to his family.  thank you 
for allowing me this privilege.
 mr. Chairman, as a member of this Committee for many years, i 
have been deeply involved working with Vba to improve the disabil-
ity Compensation and pension Claim program which our deserving 
veterans rightfully depend.
 i was encouraged in 2003 when we were beginning to see Vba 
make significant progress in reducing the number of claims pending.  
however, recent reports are very troubling because they demonstrate 
the Vba claims process has again taken a turn for the worse, and the 
number of claims pending are once again on the rise.
 in addition to those that have been in the system for some time, i 
am also extremely concerned about our new generations of war vet-
erans coming home with injuries and disabilities that are not always 
physical.  This was reflected in the dramatic increase in veterans fil-
ing for disability compensation for posttraumatic disorder.
 it is our duty to see that each and every veteran is given an accu-
rate, appropriate, and timely determination on their disability claims 
to ensure they receive the benefits they deserve.
 mr. Chairman, i appreciate you holding this very important hear-
ing today to dig deep into how Va’s disability Compensation and 
pension Claim programs are designed, how they are currently oper-
ating, and allowing us the opportunity to examine ways to, number 
one, update the programs to account for development in medicine and 
technology and change in our job market; number two, to improve the 
handling of disability claims; and, number three, strengthen admin-
istrative oversight.
 i look forward to hearing from our expert witnesses, and yield back 
the balance of my time.
 tHe CHairman.  mr. brown, appreciate your contribution and that 
of your counterpart, the ranking member of the health subcommit-
tee.
 mr. michaud, you are recognized.
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 mr miCHaUd.  thank you very much, mr. Chairman.  i would like to 
thank both you and the ranking member for having this hearing.
 i think it is also extremely important that we deal with these claims 
and their process in an efficient manner and that we do everything 
as a Committee in this Congress to make sure that the resources are 
there so that we can process in an efficient manner.
 i yield back to my colleague.
 tHe CHairman.  thank the gentleman for his leadership.   
 also mr. miller is Chairman of the disability assistance and me-
morial affairs subcommittee.  you are now recognized for an opening 
statement.
 mr. miller.  thank you, mr. Chairman.  i do have a full statement 
i would like entered into the record, but i would say -- 
 tHe CHairman.  it shall be entered into the record.
 mr. miller.   -- that throughout the second session of the 109th 
Congress, our subcommittee intends to hold a series of hearings on 
the challenges and issues that face Vba in the 21st century.
 we will include a review of the policies and laws that affect claims 
processing, the impact of the “Veterans Claims assistance act,” 
training and performance standards for claims adjudicators, the role 
of  national  and  county  service  officers  in  claims  development,  and 
Vba’s outreach efforts to veterans and survivors.
 we all know that Congress cannot just simply continue to throw 
money at a problem and expect that problem to go away.  as reports, 
studies, and experience have shown, there are a variety of factors 
which have a significant impact on the timeliness and quality of the 
claims process.  i believe we -- and by we, i mean Congress, the Vsos, 
and Va -- must put this all on the table as we work to improve the 
system.
 i look forward to learning more today and working on this issue in 
the coming year.
  [The statement of Mr. Miller appears on p. 58]
 
 tHe CHairman.  i thank the gentleman for his continued leader-
ship.
 ms. herseth, the ranking member on economic opportunity, is 
now recognized.
 mS. HerSetH.  thank you, mr. Chairman, and to ranking member 
evans for having this important hearing.  and i would like to thank 
in advance all of the witnesses that will be testifying today.
  I look forward to hearing about the Veterans’ Benefits Administra-
tion’s effort to reduce the backlog of pending claims and the amount 
of time it takes to process the claims.  and while i understand our 
focus here today is on the disability claims, i will be posing questions 
as it relates to pension claims as well.
 i would like to thank the Va for the tremendous work they do on 
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behalf of our nation’s veterans; however, i do share the concern of 
many of my colleagues regarding the extraordinary amount of time it 
takes to process certain claims and appeals.
  We must ensure our veterans receive the benefits they have earned 
and deserve in a timely manner.  the soldiers returning from iraq 
and afghanistan along with service members from previous wars de-
serve the best available service we can provide.
 so, again, i thank you for being here.  thank you, mr. Chairman.  
look forward to hearing the witness testimony and working with you 
to resolve the claims backlog.
 tHe CHairman.  i thank the lady for her leadership.
 ms. hooley, do you have an opening statement?
 mS. Hooley.  no thank you.
 tHe CHairman.  ms. berkley.
 mS. Berkley.  yes.
 tHe CHairman.  you are now recognized.
 mS. Berkley.  thank you, mr. Chairman.
 it is critically important that we explore this issue from the per-
spective of veterans who have waited years for their Va claims to be 
resolved.
  In fiscal year 2005, the VA received more than 16,000 more claims 
than in fiscal year 2004, yet the number of staff at regional offices to 
process these claims is 7,053 on duty as of september 30, 2002.
  So, I am particularly concerned that the Reno regional office may 
not have adequate staffing given the large number of veterans mov-
ing to nevada.
 in 2000, there were 3,042 claims and 712 appeals pending in reno.  
as of september of 2005, there were 3,677 claims and 1,082 appeals 
pending in reno.
 even though these numbers are shocking to me, it appears from 
the information that i have that reno is faring better than other re-
gional offices in terms of staffing.  However, I am still concerned with 
the wide variation in the number of staff and the appellate caseload.  
In fact, Reno has 30 more claims per FTE than the office with the best 
ratio of pending claims and appeals, which is salt lake City.
  My Las Vegas office is currently assisting a Gulf War veteran who 
has numerous medical conditions and has been waiting for a deci-
sion on his appeal since 1999.  that is the year that i started serving 
in Congress.  for six years, this veteran has been waiting to hear a 
decision.
 however, the national average for appeals decided by the board 
in fiscal year 2005 was 983 days, over two and a half years.  Many 
claims are remanded by the board adding even longer to the time 
veterans must wait for a decision.
 mr. Chairman, i cannot stress enough the importance of adequate 
staffing levels to ensure timely and accurate decisions of VA claims.
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 and i want to thank you for holding this hearing.  i look forward 
to hearing from the witnesses on this very important subject.  thank 
you.
 tHe CHairman.  thank you, ms. berkley.
 mr. stearns, you are recognized for an opening statement.
 mr. StearnS.  thank you, mr. Chairman, and my other colleagues.  
i want to thank you for having this hearing.
 i will tell my colleague, ms. berkley, that she would be interested 
to know that it is ironic that the original use of the word red tape in 
the united states began with the Civil war veterans’ records.  so you 
can see it goes back that far.
  They were bound in red cloth tape and there was great difficulty in 
accessing them.  and so that led to the current term of red tape, going 
all the way back to the Civil war.
 i think we have progressed quite a bit since then, but obviously 
there remains a lot more red tape and that is why we are having the 
hearing.
 the most time-consuming process would be processing new claims 
and with the Va anticipating more than 206,000 new claims in the 
year 2006, we need to consider ways to make the process of develop-
ing new records more efficient while retaining thoroughness  in the 
claims review.
  And,  secondly,  Mr.  Chairman,  filing  frequent  claims  or  rating 
claims, as they are called, takes an average of about 155 days to pro-
cess.  some of these claims go to 180 days.  and with the anticipated 
growth in rating claims of three percent to over 725,000 claims, i 
suspect that it will be even higher.
 so this represents an incredible administrative burden and prob-
ably portends even longer delays.  so that is why this hearing is so 
timely.
  And, lastly, I finally would say the appeals process for claimants to 
the board of Veterans’ appeal is extraordinarily lengthy.  for exam-
ple, in 2005, an average processing time of over 820 days at regional 
offices with an additional 160 days of process at the main Board of 
Veterans’ appeal.
 obviously this means that some veterans are left waiting over two 
and a half years as a result of their appeal.  and this obviously is not 
satisfactory.
 so it is clear that we need streamlining procedures.  i think if this 
Veterans’ affairs Committee can come up with some solution here, it 
would be monumental.  Veterans have suffered under the weight of 
this bureaucracy, this amount of red tape.
 so i thank you, mr. Chairman, for holding this hearing and i look 
for a solution.
 tHe CHairman.  thank you very much.
 dr. snyder, you are recognized for opening statement.
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 mr. Snyder.  thank you, mr. Chairman.  i looked forward to the 
witnesses.
 tHe CHairman.  thank you very much for your brevity.
 dr. Jones of south Carolina, not indiana, henry.
 dr. william b. Jones is a retired air force colonel who served as a 
chief flight surgeon and orthopedic surgeon with over 3,000 hours of 
flight time.  He is here to discuss his own personal experiences with 
the claims processing system.
 dr. Jones, i am most appreciative that you would travel here from 
the warmth of south Carolina.  i have read your statement and i am 
familiar with your resume.  you, sir, have had a good life.
 every day i am meeting extraordinary people and you have had 
quite a life.  you have given a lot to your service of your country in 
two wars.  and for that, we are appreciative and respectful and we 
are anticipating your testimony.
 you are now recognized.

statement of william b. Jones, united states air
 forCe (retired)

 dr. JoneS.  thank you very much, mr. Chairman.
 ladies and gentlemen of the house Committee on Veterans’ af-
fairs, let me state in the beginning what a privilege it is to be able to 
be here today and to testify before this august body on a very memo-
rable day, pearl harbor day.
 i feel that in this endeavor, i am speaking not just for myself but 
for the thousands of veterans who have experienced similar or greater 
frustration and challenges in attempting to deal with the Veterans’ 
administration.
 to no avail, i have spent the last six and a half years in an at-
tempt to have the Veterans’ administration recognize my claims, and 
it seems we are now at a point where we are getting ready to begin 
all over again.
 the experience i will outline for you today highlights a system that 
promotes second-class medical care in a bureaucracy that is unin-
formed about military matters, programmed to procrastinate and in-
efficiency and non-caring with whom you cannot communicate.
  Subsequent to finishing orthopedic residency, I returned to active 
duty with the air force at keesler air force base in biloxi, missis-
sippi, and then spent two years at hunter air force base in savan-
nah, georgia.
 since 1966, i have been practicing orthopedic surgery in greenville, 
South Carolina.  During these years, I have maintained my affiliation 
with the air force.  tours of active duty, i have served in Japan, 
alaska, germany, spain, greenham Commons in the uk.  addition-
ally, i have spent time in libya, korea, Vietnam, and my last tour of 
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active duty was at andrews air force base here in washington and 
Dhahran Air Base in Saudi Arabia during the first Gulf War.
 i have logged combat time both in Vietnam and the persian gulf 
war.  all tolled, this has amounted to 33 years of air force service, 
concluding as chief flight surgeon and orthopedic surgeon with over 
3,000 hours of flying time with the rank of colonel.
 arriving in france in excellent health in 1955 with a completely 
normal physical exam, by 1957, i had developed a pterygium, which 
is an overgrowth of the veins of the eye covering portions of the cor-
nea, of each eye, diagnosed to be secondary to irritation of the sun 
and sandstorms in north africa.
 the worst eye was operated upon not once but twice at the u.s. air 
force hospital in wiesbaden, germany in late 1957.  these facts are 
documented in my physical exam records.
 unfortunately, the growth recurred and over the years, my local 
ophthalmologist has monitored these growths closely.  i have used 
a variety of drops in attempt to control the irritation, which creates 
an itching of the eyes with tearing.  sometimes blurring of vision ac-
companied by diminished visual acuity occurs with reading or night 
driving.
 the Veterans’ administration had requested exams, which have 
been conducted at a hospital in Columbia, south Carolina, by a resi-
dent in training on two occasions.  the Va board has referred to this 
as no evidence of onset during active duty in the right eye, which 
is completely false and contrary to the documents, including in my 
physical exam and all of my records.
 had the evidence presented been appropriately reviewed and ac-
cepted, this grossly inaccurate judgment should not have occurred.  
both eyes experienced simultaneous trauma in the desert and simul-
taneously developed a pterygium.
  Jet engine noise experienced during flight line operations to which 
air crews, including the flight surgeon, are exposed can be productive 
of very serious hazardous noise levels to hearing.  at that time, it was 
not recognized and the measures now in effect to protect one from 
excessive noise were not utilized.
  Also, the seat of the flight deck of the C141 and 124 transport air-
craft utilized by the flight surgeon has been noted to be in medical 
research studies in more recent times to be excessively hazardous 
noise levels of a high pitch whine with the port inboard engine being 
the cause of this.  this is the seat that i occupied in accumulating in 
excess of 3,000 hours of flying.
  These facts are all corroborated and verified in scientific data that 
i presented at a board hearing.  in the data accumulated for the re-
gional office, I presented a great deal of research material, pointing 
out the unhealthy nature of this exposure.  this was from the medical 
research publications of many authors and from medical school facul-
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ties, textbook authors, and air force research labs, especially those 
at wright-patterson air base in ohio, all recognized authorities in 
their field.
 again, the Va evaluators at the board of appeals commented upon 
this as evidence of minimal exposure to aircraft jet noise.  Clearly this 
statement was contrary to the research of the material that i quoted 
and presented relating to jet engine noise.  three thousand hours of 
flight time can hardly be glossed over as minimal exposure.
 the substance of my testimony was not given the weight of an ex-
pert as prescribed by the regulations and by the Court of appeals 
based on my status as a physician and a flight surgeon with special 
training and expertise in otology, or hearing problems.
 data was also presented relating to my evaluation by dr. Joseph C. 
farmer, professor and Chief of otolaryngology, department of sur-
gery, duke university medical Center.  his summarizing statement 
of september 2001 visit was “bilateral sensory hearing loss secondary 
to excessive noise exposure during air force duty, and i recommend 
hearing aids.”
  The Board  hearing  officer  referred  to  this  as minimal  exposure.  
this is a marked contradiction to opinions regarding medical infor-
mation between a judge and a recognized outstanding scientific au-
thority and medical professors.
 flying cargo from savannah, georgia and Charleston, south Caro-
lina to Vietnam frequently required three days to get there and three 
days to get back home while in the company of bombs, tail fins, Agent 
orange, and who knows what else.  this was one of the primary mis-
sions of the 63rd airlift wing at savannah and 437th airlift wing in 
Charleston.
 from 1964 to 1975, i developed an enlarged prostate that eventual-
ly produced urethral stenosis and the inability to void.  this required 
a tur operative procedure of the prostate.
 since then, the prostate has continued to enlarge with multiple 
surgical biopsies in an attempt to rule out the development of a tumor 
because of an accompanied considerable elevated psa, which is a lab 
study that is indicative of that.
 this has also been accompanied by several episodes of extensive 
urethral bleeding and, on occasion, requiring hospital admissions to 
control this.
 now the situation has progress to that of urinary incontinence and 
dysfunction with dribbling, requiring the wearing of absorptive de-
vices.  this, you can imagine, is a real problem and bother.
 the last urologic evaluation requested by the Va was performed by 
a very junior general surgical resident in Columbia who told me that 
he did not care about my post exam grossly bloody urine specimen.  
As a junior general surgical resident, he is unqualified for evaluating 
the complex urinary dysfunction and prostate problem.
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 if the Va desires a valid opinion of a problem, they must have a 
valid specialist to evaluate the situation.  this inadequate treatment 
is an insult and something that most veterans resent.
 the medical issue is thought to be most likely due to agent orange 
exposure, and i am hopeful that this is not an indication of impending 
prostate cancer development.  medical literature and research stud-
ies were also presented to the regional offices and the Appeal Board 
to support this conclusion.
 the comments of the board was “manifest during rC with no evi-
dence during adt,” which is also false.  true, the episode of urinary 
retention occurred while in greenville and not in Vietnam, but the 
enlargement was occurring over the preceding several years, which 
was noted on digital examinations over a time frame when multiple 
periods of active duty were served.
 now my internist points out with a blood sugar of approximately 
140, he considers me to be a type-2 diabetic.  exercise and diet have 
so far done very little to accomplish resolution of the problem.  i now 
understand that this has been recognized as a complication of agent 
orange exposure, and Congress has passed a resolution relating to 
such.  this was published in a recent issue of the daV magazine.
 while on active duty in Charleston and during desert storm, it 
was recognized that my cholesterol and lipids were elevated and in-
creasing on routine physical exam and lab studies.  i was placed on 
cholesterol lowering medications in Charleston probably during the 
early 1980s, obtaining my medicine at the Charleston air force base 
pharmacy.
 this has controlled the elevation of these harmful levels to some 
degree as long as i remain on medications, though the Va will not 
provide me with the most recently developed and most effective medi-
cations prescribed by my internist.
 it seems that veterans were good enough to go to war with the best 
equipment, but not to get the best medication for promotion of good 
health once they get home.
 because of the elevated cholesterol, i have developed considerable 
plaque formation and narrowing of the carotid arteries.   these arter-
ies are in the neck on either side.  these are now requiring frequent 
monitoring with ultrasound screening.
 should these continue to progress, cerebral ischemic episodes or 
strokes are likely.  dizziness and vertigo with instability are pro-
voked by transient and brief episodes of ischemia and risk prone sur-
gical intervention is a possible consideration.
 working with the system for consideration of these medical prob-
lems beginning at the regional office in the spring of 1999, through 
the Veterans’ board of appeals and the Court of appeals, has gotten 
significantly nothing accomplished.
  At the regional office, it is impossible to talk with the director or 
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any of the evaluators.  apparently, this is a hard and fast rule.  you 
present yourself at the office.  Someone is called down from upstairs 
to talk to you, but cannot answer any questions or take down any new 
information.
  It  is  impossible  to  find  out what  is  going  on  or  if  they have  the 
correct or most recent data in your chart.  this recently has been 
improved with the addition of a receptionist who can at least tell you 
if they have the records, but nothing else.
 after a period of six to twelve months, you receive a letter that you 
must reply to or report for an additional physical exam that in my 
case was performed by a surgical resident in training status without 
regard to training in the applicable specialty.
 finally, a judge was provided in october of 2002 who the disabled 
american Veterans’ representative and i appeared before and pre-
sented my case.  the judge insisted that all duty -- if i might have just 
a few more minutes to conclude.  thank you.
 the judge insisted that all duty conducted while a reservist was 
considered inactive duty status.  as most military personnel are 
aware, i tried to explain to her that reservists were called to active 
duty for periods of time from a few days to several months.
  Crews flew all overseas missions, which were numerous, on an ac-
tive duty status, which was a requirement by nato.  active duty 
was also required on any mission when possible exposure to hostile 
fire or flying in the combat zone, such as Vietnam and the Persian 
gulf, was required.
 this information was never accepted as a fact by the judge.  due 
to the lack of the judge’s understanding of these facts, the nature of 
my medical problem was not addressed and the hearing wound up 
accomplishing nothing.
 i was directed to contact the air force personnel Center at ran-
dolph for further confirmation of my facts.  With the lack of under-
standing by the judge of the facts presented, what faith can one have 
in the fairness of the system or accuracy of the judgment?
  When the matter after appeal finally got to the Board of Appeals 
some six months later, i had a very well-prepared slide and document 
representation.  Judge Joy mcdonald dismissed this and i was al-
lowed only a hurried verbal presentation.
 i had documents and medical research treatise from the literature 
as well as copies of my physical exams supporting my case.  again, 
the medical facts and authoritative research evidence was treated 
with casual disregard.  Judge mcdonald did not consider my testi-
mony that of an expert as required by regulations and as directed 
by the court.  i do not understand how the judge could ignore the Va 
regulations and the direction of the Court of appeals.
  As a chief flight surgeon, a physician has special training in aero-
space medicine, emphasizing ear, eye, and cardiopulmonary physiol-
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ogy.  it would appear self-evident that she was dealing with a veteran 
with some medical knowledge.
 the judge also recently requested a cardiologist review my case 
involving the carotid arteries.  again lacking medical expertise, she 
obviously is not aware of the difference between the coronary artery 
and the carotid artery.
 the coronary arteries are in the heart and the carotid arteries are 
in the head.  a cardiologist is not a physician to make determinations 
on the carotid artery, but should require a neurologist.  this certainly 
does not reflect with credit upon the Board nor give one a sense of 
security that they know what they are doing and one can be judged 
correctly and fairly.
 this case was then appealed to the Court of Veterans’ appeal.  
there i had the good fortune of having an attorney representing me 
who pointed out the unfairness of the board and glaring error on 
their part in not properly considering my testimony.  with his assis-
tance in pointing out this mistake, the court referred my case back to 
the board of appeals.
 this remand has now taken two and a half years, from march 19th 
of 2003, to october 11th of 2005, for my records to go from the location 
of the board of appeals to the Court of appeals and then back to the 
Board of Appeals, about five blocks across the city of Washington.
  I was at the Board of Appeals’ office in D.C. on the 11th of October 
and met with the daV representative who was most knowledgeable 
and helpful.  He was able to locate my records in the office almost im-
mediately.  he pointed out that as a patient over age 75, they should 
expedite my case and mark the records accordingly.
 feeling that we would be given prompt attention by the board of 
appeals as directed by the court, upon returning to greenville, i un-
derwent a reevaluation by my internist of my cholesterol and vascu-
lar stenosis status.
 i also had a reevaluation by my urologist of my renal dysfunction 
and prostate status, and had copies of these sent to the board.  here 
are copies of each one of these reports right now, which i understand 
should be in my records.
 unfortunately, on 11/23/05, i was informed that the case had been 
referred back to the RO, regional office,  for  further development of 
data.
 tHe CHairman.  dr. Jones, you are going to have to speed it up, 
please.  we have three votes pending.
 dr. JoneS.  all right.
 tHe CHairman.  your written statement will be submitted for the 
record.  if you can summarize your conclusion.
 dr. JoneS.  Can i just read through the conclusion?
 tHe CHairman.  yes, sir.
 dr. JoneS.  okay.  thank you.
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 in conclusion, i feel manipulated by a system of bureaucratic ma-
neuvers.  as described by my testimony, my case has gone from the 
regional office to the Board of Appeals, to the court over the course of 
six and a half years only to be returned to the regional office.
 i am appealing to you today to hold this system accountable for 
ensuring that veterans who have fought for our freedom have an ad-
equate and efficient means of resolving these problems  in a  timely 
manner.
 soldiers, sailors, marines, and airmen in harms way in afghani-
stan and Iraq and other far-flung parts of the globe and their families 
are enduring a great deal of hardship and grief in various areas of 
conflict.   They have been led to believe that our country will stand 
behind them and take care of them when they return home, many 
with broken bodies and mangled minds, and are not able to care for 
themselves.
 in conclusion, i would just like to say that i have not received any 
funds from any government agency, federal grant, or contract from 
the government relative to this subject matter and the testimony dur-
ing the current year or previous other years.
 before departing, i would like to share with you one brief but very 
pointed passage from the literature inscribed on a plaque at parris 
island which is very appropriate with the current calls for quitting 
before we finish the job in Iraq.
 war is an ugly thing, but not the ugliest of things.  the decay and 
degraded status of moral and patriotic feelings which thinks that 
nothing is worth war is much worse.  a man who has nothing for 
which he is willing to fight, nothing he cares more about than his own 
personal safety is a miserable creature who has no chance of being 
free unless made and kept so by exertion of better men than himself.
 i thank you for your attention.
  [The statement of William B. Jones appears on p. 68]
 
 tHe CHairman.  dr. Jones, we have asked you to come here and 
testify because you have had a very unique life.  graduate of the 
Citadel, and duke university for your medical degree and your resi-
dency.  you have had an extraordinary career and you are in a unique 
place to give testimony and answer the members’ questions because 
you also have these experiences with your military service.  and you 
understand your body.
 and so we are interested in that frustration and the challenges you 
have as you go through an appellate process, a claims process, when 
people who are looking at them may not be as qualified.
 the Committee will stand at recess.  we have three votes.
  [Recess.]
 
 tHe CHairman.  the Committee will come back to order.
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 dr. Jones, would you please come back to the table.  i apologize to 
you.  sometimes when we have votes and hearings are extended, my 
colleagues get pulled in many different directions.  we had a good at-
tendance and then the votes disturbed that.
 i want to thank you for coming and giving your testimony.  Just 
before we broke, i tried to share with you one of the reasons we asked 
you to come here is because you are providing a voice for many veter-
ans who do not have your medical expertise.
 how challenging it must be for you to have an understanding re-
garding your human physiology, and make a claim also based on your 
military experiences and then to have that claim sent to someone of 
whom you have no idea about their background, expertise, and begin 
to make judgments on that.
 will you share some of that with me, what are your thoughts about 
having gone through that?
 dr. JoneS.   Well,  you get  certainly provoked when you find  that 
your claim is being referred back down to the regional office to evalu-
ate what is printed or the examiner calls the coronary arteries when, 
in effect, the arteries in question are the carotid, one being in the 
chest, the other in the head.
 and it makes you wonder if they are that uninformed about the 
human body or they do not seek some assistance to bring them up to 
speed or how fair are they going to really be able to judge your claim.  
and that is most frustrating.
 and then to be sent to the hospital for a detailed and comprehen-
sive urologic examination and you find that the examiner is a very 
junior surgical resident who is in training.
 and really most general surgical programs, there is very little em-
phasis on urology.  it is certainly a separate and apart specialty of 
the field.  So they are really not in any position to form an adequate 
judgment.
 and, of course, i am afraid in so many cases a veteran who is not 
medically oriented might not realize that he is not really being of-
fered a fair and adequate evaluation and winds up with an opinion 
from somebody who is not capable really of evaluating the situation.
 tHe CHairman.  When you filed your disability claim in February of 
2000, a decision was then made on august 31 of 2000.  was anybody 
from Va in touch with you during that time period? 
 dr. JoneS.  i’m sorry.
 tHe CHairman.  you submitted your claim and then a decision was 
made.  were they in touch with you during that process and, if so, 
what communication took place?
 dr. JoneS.  Very little.  i really initially -- and i realize those dates 
are in the records there -- but initially i started this process in the 
spring of ‘99.  and, yes, i would periodically have a request for more 
information on this, that, or the other, or a request to come down for 
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another hearing evaluation and so forth.
 and during that period of time that you were talking about, per-
haps i was communicated with maybe three times.
 tHe CHairman.  did you have bi-directional communication or was 
it, “here is what i want,” you send it and you do not talk to anybody?
 dr. JoneS.  no.  that was it.  they give you an 800 number, but 
you would call it and you never could get anybody on the phone to 
talk to.
 and you felt like in many cases if you could just talk to the person 
evaluating your claim, you could clear up some misunderstandings 
which might involve referring it back and forth to two or three dif-
ferent people in their agency.  and if you could talk with them just to 
answer their questions, you feel like it would certainly be a big help 
to moving the claim along.
 and for that reason, i really think that in many cases if the Va could 
employ veterans or retirees who had service in the system and really 
understand that all people on reserve category or national guard 
category are not always on reserve training duty.  they certainly in 
many cases are called to active duty as they are quite frequently now.  
and i think that is going to be more the case in the future.  and when 
they are on active duty and called up, they are placed on active duty 
and should be treated just as anyone else on active duty.
 tHe CHairman.  earlier you used the words “fair evaluation.”  often 
that is defined subjectively.
 as you examine your own experience going through this process 
and how long it has taken you, what are your recommendations to us 
about objectivity and how we make this a more fair process in evalu-
ating disability claims?
 dr. JoneS.  well, that generally, i think, is a case where it involves 
someone evaluating the situation and making the decision.  for in-
stance, how in the world could they categorize one eye as being ac-
quired as a result of military service and not the other?  both eyes 
were two inches apart and what trauma to one eye can do, the other 
did.
 and i think the mechanism there is to try to get people more famil-
iar with the military system and i think just more attentiveness on 
the part of the person evaluating the claim should rectify such things 
as that.  and such things as confusing the coronary and carotid ar-
tery, i think there, they just need to try to educate themselves a little 
bit better as to what those were.
 but they certainly need to have some emphasis on trying to push a 
claim along because in my case, six and a half years to start out and 
now it is going back down to the regional office again.  You wonder if 
it is ever going to reach a final conclusion.
 tHe CHairman.  it is a challenging process whereby, you know, is 
one eye considered one, or are both eyes considered together?  
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 dr. JoneS.  the wind was blowing primarily from the left side and 
that is why you got all the sun and sand in that eye.
 but i realize the Veterans’ administration is an expensive program 
and certainly with these days, you like to conserve as much of the 
government funds as you can.
  But at the same time, if we are going to be involved in these conflicts 
and having people get their bodies bent up and mangled, we need to 
fully stand behind them so that when they come back home, they will 
be hopefully productive citizens again and at least adequately taken 
care of.
 tHe CHairman.  may i surmise then from your statement that train-
ing of evaluators is key?  that we should examine that in greater 
detail?
 dr. JoneS.  i think that would be an excellent policy.
 tHe CHairman.  i have some further questions, but at this moment, 
i will yield.
 mr. udall.
 mr. Udall.  thank you, mr. Chairman, and i apologize for not be-
ing here earlier.  i had another commitment.  i move to put my state-
ment in the record.
 tHe CHairman.  no objection.
  [The statement of Tom Udall appears at p. 63]
 
 mr. Udall.  dr. Jones, thank you for your testimony.   
 i hear the same story from veterans in my district whenever we 
meet with them.  it appears that many of the measures used to mea-
sure productivity are not designed from the perspective of veterans 
who spend years waiting for hearings and decisions.
 do you believe that the system would work better if only board 
certified physicians  conducted compensation and pension examina-
tions?
 dr. JoneS.   Yes.    I very definitely  feel  that  that would speed the 
process up.
 mr. Udall.  why do you think that?
 dr. JoneS.  Well, I think they would be more confident in making 
a conclusive or definite decision when they perform an evaluation as 
opposed to a resident in training.  he is a little uncertain and unse-
cure in his position.  and with the responsibility of making such an 
important decision, he may be hesitant just like in the case of the 
young man who evaluated me.
 he had done his evaluation and examination and he really did not 
want to get involved with the fact that there is blood in the urine 
after the evaluation.  So I think more qualified people in performing 
these medical examinations would certainly be of benefit.
 mr. Udall.  should the Va pay to obtain private medical records for 
disability claims as the social security administration does?
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 dr. JoneS.  i do not think really it should require that.  i mean, 
most doctors’  offices  formerly would have all  the  records  on pieces 
of paper which could be sent through a duplicating machine or fax 
now.  and now the big emphasis to switch over from paper records to 
paperless records.
  Most offices are going to a computer program now where you just 
dictate into the computer.  so it should only be a matter of pressing a 
few buttons to send the records to the Va.  so i do not think that they 
should really in fairness charge them for that.
 mr. Udall.  we hope that is how it works.
 we appreciate, dr. Jones, your testimony very much and hope that 
your efforts here today help many other veterans.
 thank you, mr. Chairman.  yield back.
 dr. JoneS.  thank you.
 tHe CHairman.  dr. Jones, i understand your appeal at the board 
has been expedited based on your age.
 has anyone at bVa given you any indication as to when a decision 
could be made?
 dr. JoneS.  no.  as a matter of fact, the board had the remand 
clearly marked for it to be expedited.  but then i got a couple of letters 
from the agency that facilitates the appeal process and it has a return 
address of Veterans’ administration but had no telephone number, 
no address or anything on there.
 but they indicated in their correspondence that they had a heavy 
workload and it would be addressed in due time, but did not indicate 
that they were aware of or going to be in a position to in any manner 
expedite the process in spite of the fact i have got ten evaluations al-
ready of a recent nature from the urologist as well as an internist.
 and more recently, i guess the last evaluation i had of my eyes, 
they made colored photographs of the pterygiums and those should 
now be incorporated in the record.
 so really i do not see where there should be a need for any more 
referral evaluations.  i would be happy to participate in those if they 
need them, but the chart and records should be in a situation now so 
they could make an informed decision with what is there.
 tHe CHairman.   You testified that you believe that this process is 
programmed to procrastinate.  why?
 dr. JoneS.  well, i do not think there is any urgency shown by any 
of the people that get involved to push the process along.  for it to 
take months to go through the regional office, it must sit in some in 
basket or out basket for a considerable period of time.  and i do not 
think anybody really is concerned about that and nothing seems to be 
a stimulus to move it along.
 and that may be one of the reasons that you cannot communicate 
with them, just the fact, i guess, it would take some of their time in 
communicating.  but at the same time, it might very well facilitate 
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the process more than it would consume their time in talking with 
the clients.
 tHe CHairman.  do you have any further recommendations for us on 
how to change the process?
 dr. JoneS.  well, perhaps a bit more education of those people in-
volved in terms of medical terms and some diseases and how they 
expect it to turn out and so forth might be helpful.  and if more atten-
tion could be directed to getting people with previous background in 
the field of medicine and the military would be helpful.
 tHe CHairman.  you also used the word “attitude” in your testimo-
ny.  it is pretty important.  it can move mountains.  and you believe 
that they need an attitude change?  this is sort of your synopsis of 
having gone through all this so long?
 dr. JoneS.  well, i think so, because when a veteran goes to the 
regional office, he  is not  really going  to  talk  to anybody.   The first 
time there, he fills out the application.  He has a little assistance with 
that.
 but any other time that he is there, perhaps to bring information 
of a new physical exam that has been done or perhaps to just check 
on the progress of the case, the attitude is, you know, we are all too 
busy.  we cannot spend any time talking with you.
 and if you call up, you cannot really get anybody on the phone.  you 
talk to an answering machine.  and you are very frustrated.  what 
can i do to help the situation.  well, you cannot do anything.  you can-
not even talk to anybody about it.  i think that is a bad attitude.
 i think anything involving medicine -- and i think in these evalu-
ations, it does involve medicine -- that a caring attitude does a lot to 
reassure the patient or the person involved that he is really talking 
with someone who is concerned about his situation and attempting to 
try to move it forward to a successful, favorable conclusion.
 tHe CHairman.  well, at the end of your statement, you were hope-
ful that your presence here, while it may not eliminate your frustra-
tion, that you hope that it would be helpful.  and i would submit, sir, 
that it is.
 dr. JoneS.  well, thank you.
 tHe CHairman.  Congress has chartered a disability Commission 
and its charter has great latitude in its recommendations to Con-
gress.  we are most hopeful that we can come up with a claims system 
that treats people the way they deserve to be treated.
 i mean, they did not ask for much in the service of their country 
and we in turn as a country owe them more than a great deal of 
gratitude.  it is to try to make them as whole as possible and to give 
them every opportunity to live full and complete lives.  and we seek 
to do that.   
 i appreciate you being here; your testimony is valuable and impor-
tant.  thank you, dr. Jones.
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 dr. JoneS.  thank you very much.  i believe i read just the other 
day about the Commission.  i think this was in an article from an air 
force magazine that it has taken them much longer than anticipated, 
though, to come up with a recommendation, has it not, to 2007 or 
2008 before they feel like they will be finished?
 tHe CHairman.  well, you are right on the edge.  i have met with 
the Chairman and he has expressed some concerns.  and we are go-
ing to address those issues.  that charter that we have given him, dr. 
Jones, is very broad.
 and we want to give this Commission support.  the individuals 
who are serving on this Commission are highly decorated -- several 
are medal of honor winners.  there are criteria with regard to their 
military status, but they are also very unique individuals in their 
own right.
 we have given them a pretty expansive charter.  not often in wash-
ington, d.C., do we move in bold strokes.  we are hopeful that they 
are going  to  come  to us with  some pretty  significant  recommenda-
tions on how to improve this process.
 dr. JoneS.  well, that is most encouraging, and certainly they need 
the time to do a thorough job.
 tHe CHairman.  i think so too.
 thank you, dr. Jones, for your testimony.
 dr. JoneS.  thank you very much.
 tHe CHairman.  you are now excused.
 dr. JoneS.  my privilege.
 tHe CHairman.  if the second panel will please come forward.  we 
are pleased to have mr. ronald r. aument, the deputy under secre-
tary for Benefits from the Veterans Benefits Administration, and the 
honorable James terry, Chairman of the board of Veterans’ appeals, 
with us today as our second panel.
 mr. augment serves as second in command at the Veterans ben-
efits Administration, the branch of the Department of Veterans Af-
fairs  responsible  for  administering  benefits  programs  for  veterans, 
including education, home loan guaranty, compensation, pension, 
vocational rehabilitation, employment, and insurance.
 mr. James p. terry was nominated to serve as Chairman of the 
board of Veterans’ appeals by president bush on april 26, 2005.  he 
was confirmed by the Senate on July 29, 2005.
  A former Marine Corps infantry officer in Vietnam, his final four 
years of active duty were as the marine Corps judge advocate, serv-
ing as legal counsel to the Joint Chiefs of staff, and he retired as 
colonel in 1995.
 mr. terry’s military awards included the bronze star medal, the 
purple heart, defense superior service medal, legion of merit, et 
cetera.  i should say et al.
 did you forget the good Conduct medal in there?
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 mr. aument, will you please begin.

statements of ronald r. aument, deputy under seC-
 retary for benefits, Veterans benefits adminis-
 tration; and James p. terry, Chairman, board of
 Veterans’ appeals

statement of ronald r. aument

 mr. aUment.  thank you, mr. Chairman, and members of the Com-
mittee.  it is my pleasure to be here today to discuss the disability 
Compensation program.
  The Veterans Benefits Administration, VBA, is responsible for ad-
ministering a wide range of benefits and services for veterans, their 
families, and their survivors.  the heart of our mission is the disabil-
ity Compensation program.
 in 2005, we produced over 763,000 disability determinations.  we 
also performed more than two million decision actions of all types to 
address new claims and to maintain those already on the rolls.
 additionally, we handled over 6.3 million phone calls, conducted 
more than a million interviews, briefed more than 330,000 service 
members, and conducted nearly 70,000 hours of outreach.
 today i will discuss the challenges we face in providing timely, 
accurate, and consistent determinations on veterans’ claims for dis-
ability compensation.
 these challenges include the growth of the disability claims work-
load, the increasingly complex nature of the claims processing work-
load, the rise in appellate processing, and the continuing need to pro-
duce accurate benefit determinations.
 i will also discuss some of the actions we are taking to improve 
claims processing.  we view these efforts as opportunities to provide 
more timely and accurate disability compensation determinations for 
veterans.
  The number of veterans filing initial disability compensation claims 
and claims for increased benefits has increased every year since fiscal 
year 2000.  disability claims from veterans returning from opera-
tions iraqi freedom and enduring freedom, as well as veterans from 
earlier periods of war, have increased from 578,000 in fiscal year 2000 
to more than 788,000 in fiscal year 2005.  This increase represents 
more than 200,000 claims or 36 percent over the 2000 base year.   
 the increase in claims receipts is not the only change affecting the 
claims processing environment.  the greater number of disabilities 
veterans now claim, the increasing complexity of the disabilities be-
ing claimed, and changes in law and processes pose additional chal-
lenges to the claims processing workload.  the trend towards increas-
ingly complex and difficult to rate claims is expected to continue.
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  A significant portion of VBA’s workload comes from the appeals of 
regional office decisions, remands by the Board of Veterans’ Appeals 
and the courts, and from account maintenance activities for benefi-
ciaries already receiving benefits.   As overall  claim determinations 
increase, so do appellate and nonrating related workloads.
  The compelling requirement to produce accurate benefit decisions 
represents both a challenge and an opportunity.  Vba has established 
an aggressive and comprehensive program of quality assurance and 
oversight to assess compliance with Vba claims processing policy 
and procedures, and to assure consistent application.
 Vba is engaged in numerous initiatives aimed at better manag-
ing the disability claims workload and improving benefits processing.  
the efforts include changes to the organization and structure of the 
Veteran service Center operations, the delivery of training for claims 
processors, the consolidation of specialized operations, and the redis-
tribution of the rating workload.
 a product of the Va Claims processing task force was the imple-
mentation of the Claims processing improvement or Cpi model.  Cpi 
was implemented in 2002 and established a consistent organizational 
structure and work processes across all regional offices.
 the changing workload and workforce have necessitated a review 
of the model to outline the most effective method of organizing work 
and resources to maximize performance.
  During fiscal year 2006, we will conduct a high level review of CPI 
and  identify modifications  that will  further augment efficiencies  in 
claims processing.
 Vba has deployed new training tools and centralized training pro-
grams that support accurate and consistent decision making.  new 
hires receive comprehensive training and a consistent foundation in 
claims processing principles through a national centralized training 
program.  and local training is provided thereafter utilizing the stan-
dard curriculum.
 standardized computer-based training tools have been developed 
and training letters and satellite broadcasts are provided to the field 
on the proper approach to rating complex issues.
 we are currently developing a mandatory cycle of training for all 
C&p business line staff consisting of an 80-hour curriculum annu-
ally.
 the consolidation of specialized processing operations for certain 
types of claims has been implemented to provide better and more 
consistent decisions.  some of our efforts include the establishment 
of the pension maintenance Centers, the tiger team, the appeals 
management Center, and the Casualty assistant unit.
 most recently, Vba has consolidated the rating aspects of our ben-
efits Delivery at Discharge initiatives, which will bring greater con-
sistency on decisions on claims filed by newly-separated veterans.
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 additionally, we are exploring the centralization of all pension ad-
judication to the pension maintenance Centers.
 through these initiatives, Vba is prepared to address the chal-
lenges facing our organization and improve claims processing.  we 
will continue to assess our policies, processes, and approaches to 
take advantage of improvement opportunities and to ensure we are 
achieving the desired performance outcomes.
 mr. Chairman, this concludes my testimony.  i greatly appreciate 
being here today and look forward to answering your questions.
  [The statement of Ronald R. Aument appears on p. 74]

 tHe CHairman.  thank you very much.
 mr. terry, you are now recognized.

statement of James p. terry

 mr. terry.  thank you, mr. Chairman, and good afternoon.  good 
afternoon, mr. udall.  and thank you for the opportunity to discuss 
the operations of the board of Veterans’ appeals with you, the mem-
bers of the Committee, and your staff.
 when the board last presented testimony before the subcommit-
tee on disability assistance and memorial affairs on may 5th of this 
year, we contrasted our performance with that of past years, notably 
when we appeared before the Committee in february of 1994 and 
June of 1998.
 this comparison continues, sir, to be instructive in demonstrating 
where we are heading and how we will meet the challenges that the 
future may bring.
  In fiscal year 1994, the Board issued about 22,000 decisions.  Our 
pending caseload stood at 47,000 and was on its way to 60,000 cases.  
our measure of timeliness then used, average response time, was 781 
days.  By fiscal year 1998, we had significantly improved our timeli-
ness and productivity.
 with 483 fte, we issued 38,886 decisions, held 4,875 hearings, 
and our appeals resolution time, the time from the date a veteran 
files a Notice of Disagreement until he or she receives a final decision 
on appeal either at the Board or in the field, was 686 days.
  In fiscal year 2005, this past year, the Board issued 34,175 deci-
sions and conducted 8,576 hearings, a substantial increase in hear-
ings from 1998.
 appeals resolution time stood at 622 days.  our cycle time, the time 
that it actually takes the board to issue a decision, excluding the time 
the case is with his veteran service organization, was 104 days.  it 
was 159 days if you included the time the Vso had the case.
  Significantly, we accomplished these results with 434 authorized 
fte or 49 fewer fte than we had in 1998 and 58 fewer than we had 
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in 1997.  despite our efforts, we continue to receive more appeals 
than we are deciding.
  Case receipts at the Board for fiscal year 2005 were 41,816 and the 
number pending at the end of fiscal year 2005 stood at 37,539.  That 
is 19,900 in backlog, 10,930 in working inventory, and a number of 
appeals in the field on their way to the Board.
  Our most significant challenge for the future is how to eliminate 
the growing backlog within available resources.
 mr. Chairman, we are fortunate to have received much help in 
achieving our success this past year and in future years as a result 
of the unqualified support that this Committee and your Senate col-
leagues have provided.
 and certainly we are mindful of the assistance of the veteran service 
organizations which represent about 85 percent of our appellants.
 we are also mindful of the strong support from Va’s leadership and 
certainly the board of Veterans’ appeals law judges and our support 
staff.
  Two of the most significant and persistent challenges, sir, we face 
are eliminating avoidable remands and increasing our productivity to 
contain and reduce the appeals backlog.
 in regard to remands, we know that certainly veterans want timely 
and correct decisions on claims for benefits.  For the Board to do that 
and to improve our performance, we must have all evidence neces-
sary to decide the claim and show that all necessary due process has 
been provided.  if the record does not meet these requirements and 
the benefits sought cannot be granted, then a remand for further de-
velopment is necessary.
 remands, of course, lengthen the time of appeal.  one remand, for 
example, adds about a year to the process.  remands also divert re-
sources from processing other claims and appeals.  and we are mind-
ful that about 75 percent of the cases remanded are returned to the 
board, so we have to see them twice and this doubles our workload.
 hence, eliminating avoidable remands is a goal that will provide 
better service to veterans and their families and ultimately help to 
diminish the growing backlog.
  We are working with VBA, the Office of General Counsel, and the 
Veterans health administration to identify and track the root causes 
of remands, provide training, ultimately to eliminate these avoidable 
remands.  in this regard, our training efforts have been consider-
able.
 we have had several direct training sessions during the past year 
for all our VlJs and staff counsel on aspects of remand avoidance.  
We have held joint training sessions with the Veterans Benefit Ad-
ministration, including a video broadcast on avoidable remands and 
on evidence development.   
 we conducted numerous sessions on a variety of medical and legal 
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subjects within our jurisdiction and are planning new interdepart-
mental training initiatives, all designed to reduce remands and im-
prove quality.
 in addition, we are working with Vha and Vba on the Cpep.  that 
is the Compensation and pension examination project which, by im-
proving the quality of Va compensation examinations, will amelio-
rate a major cause of remands.
 we think these results are encouraging.  we have a long way to go.  
but in the past year, our remand rate has dropped to 38.6 percent 
as compared to 56.8 percent in fiscal year 2004.  So far this year in 
fiscal year 2006, the first two months, the remand rate stands at 32 
percent.
 now, if nothing had been done, certainly our backlog was projected 
to grow to unacceptable levels.  and although we have made many 
improvements, sir, we have a long way to go.
 within existing resources, through incentives and sound manage-
ment, we will continue to improve by doing a number of things.
 first, we will eliminate, as i mentioned, avoidable remands.
 second, we will strengthen our intra-agency partnerships.  our 
joint training efforts with VBA, the Office of General Counsel, and 
the Veterans’ health administration will improve decision quality 
and reduce these remands.
 we have asked our judges and counsel in their preparation to write 
shorter, clearer, and more concise decisions.  we are training our vet-
erans law judges and counsel to write shorter and more concise deci-
sions so that we can get more productivity out of each of them.
 we are utilizing employee incentives and mentoring and training 
programs.  and these programs certainly are designed to increase 
productivity and decision quality.
 and we are making judicious use of overtime in our shop.  we will 
use overtime within existing resources to enhance productivity.
 we are also increasing the use of paralegals to do those things that 
some of our attorneys are doing now to ensure that they are freed up 
for work that is absolutely necessary to the board.
 we are also providing improved on-line legal research tools and an 
analytical framework to aid timely and correct decision production.
 we believe these measures will work to reduce the backlog and 
shorten the time it takes for a veteran to receive a fair, well-reasoned 
board decision.  this reduction in time is important and it is even 
more significant in light of the fact that 61.4 percent of the decisions 
issued in fiscal year 2005 were final decisions as opposed to 58.7 per-
cent of the decisions in fiscal year 1998.
 while our decision quality has modestly improved to 89 percent in 
fiscal year 2005, the complexity that comes from drafting more final 
decisions, addressing the merits of the claim as opposed to remands 
for more development, is significant.  Notably, the Board’s own time-
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liness, our cycle time, stands at a little over three months.
 i wish to assure you that we will continue to work together with our 
partners in and outside the department to develop new and creative 
solutions  to  the  challenges we  face  in  order  to  fulfill  our  statutory 
mission to hold hearings and provide timely, high-quality decisions 
to our nation’s veterans and their families.
 i look forward to answering any of your questions.
  [The statement of James P. Terry appears on p. 86]
 
 tHe CHairman.  thank you very much, mr. terry, for your testi-
mony.
 secretary aument, what is the time frame for addressing the qual-
ity of your ratings, the accuracy of the ratings, and the accountability 
at the regional office level?
 mr. aUment.  would you repeat the question, mr. Chairman.
 tHe CHairman.  what is your time frame for addressing these issues 
on quality of the ratings, the accuracy of the ratings, and the account-
ability at the regional office level?
 mr. aUment.  i believe our time is immediate, mr. Chairman.  we 
have established quality performance standards for each of our direc-
tors and it is one of the driving forces of judging station performance, 
whether or not they are capable of hitting the challenging quality 
targets that we put out there for them.
 tHe CHairman.   Well, you gentlemen were  in here when the first 
panel testified.  And Dr. Jones’ testimony is very similar to that which 
i have heard from others going through this process.
 over the years, veterans have expressed that there have been -
- they just want to be treated well.  i mean, they already gave for 
their country.  they recognize that something is not right with their 
health.  they might be in an economic plight when they are making 
the claim.  and how they get treated in that process by their own 
country is pretty important.
 there are so many things that the Va does right that when you do 
things wrong like this, you should not be surprised at all when some-
one of dr. Jones’ esteem says this is all a matter of attitude.  not all, 
but, you know, it is pretty important.
 this issue about quality.  my opening statement was based on 
numbers that you gave at the subcommittee hearing, and you gave 
numbers.  and pretty soon everybody is talking about all these big 
numbers and then it is a quantity push.
 as i listened to dr. Jones’ testimony, it is about quality.  here is a 
doctor who knows what happened to his body.  he gets evaluated by 
someone who is not making right medical decisions.
 it would be pretty challenging, would it not, mr. secretary?
 mr. aUment.  indeed it is, mr. Chairman.  and i was struck by dr. 
Jones’ testimony as well.  it troubles me when anyone comes away 
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from our system feeling as though they have been treated unfairly 
and that they perceive that there is an attitude problem.
 i also heard dr. Jones saying how he thought it could be made bet-
ter and that the fact that we need to have more veterans and people 
who have the same experiences that dr. Jones has gone through in-
volved in the process.
 you know, i am proud to say that over half of the employees in our 
service centers are indeed veterans and among the recent hires that 
we have made is over 60 percent are veterans.
 i was also struck by dr. Jones’ testimony in that it was very il-
lustrative of just how complex this system has actually become.  if 
it is difficult for an educated and seasoned individual like Dr. Jones 
to navigate through the system, we just know how difficult it is for 
veterans who do not have that same level of experience.  it is very 
challenging for us, mr. Chairman.
 tHe CHairman.  Complexities create inherent limitations, do they 
not?
 mr. aUment.  indeed they do.
 tHe CHairman.  what would they be?
 mr. aUment.  the complexity imposed again demands that we pay 
more attention to each and every claim that we produce.  there are 
many forms of complexity.
 for example, the number of issues that are involved in an indi-
vidual claim.  many of the claims that we are seeing from recently 
discharged service members come through the Benefits Delivery at 
discharge program.  we have been seeing typically -- and it is some-
what anecdotal, the data -- but we have been seeing these with an 
average of ten or more issues per claim.
 and that places an enormous burden on those who are actually 
trying to develop those claims.  it poses not only an issue for the 
Veterans Benefits Administration to develop those claims, but those 
typically translate into different types of medical exams that have to 
be separately addressed.
 so complexity is an enormous challenge for us.
 tHe CHairman.  how about you, Chairman terry?
 mr. terry.  I feel exactly the same way.  I find that the case that Dr. 
Jones described to be one of very great concern for us.
  In his particular case, he had five different major issues, a hearing 
issue and a bilateral issue that was quickly taken care of.  but he had 
other issues that were not properly developed and had to be returned 
for  their  development,  one  involving a  very  significant prostate  is-
sue.
 and it is that type of thing that it is very, very important that we 
get right.  and while i am distressed by what he described because he 
described the situation where we did not get it right and -- 
 tHe CHairman.  Getting the stuff right the first time saves a lot of 
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anxiety, a lot of work, man hours.
 mr. terry.  i know that the judge that heard his case, Joy mcdon-
ald, who is the daughter of admiral mcdonald, who is probably some-
one the doctor knows, is greatly concerned about ensuring that we 
get it right.  and that is why she sent it back so that there would be 
sufficient evidence so she could give a fair hearing on his problem.
 and while i regret that it took longer than any of us would have 
hoped or expected, we can only hope that we can do better in the 
future.
 i have been on board now about four months and i have been look-
ing at each of the things that we do well and those that we do not do 
as well as we should in the board.  and when i see a case like dr. 
Jones, my heart goes out because i served a long time myself, and i 
know that those individuals in the marine Corps who served with me 
and who were not given the kind of service we would all hope they 
would get when they came into our system should have been treated 
well.  and in my view, we have not treated dr. Jones as well as he 
should have expected.  and we are going to try to do better.
 tHe CHairman.   Are  there doctors on staff at  the regional offices, 
both your regional offices and at the Board? 
 mr. aUment.  we have none, mr. Chairman.  incidentally, we em-
ploy a handful of doctors that are working in the Compensation and 
pension service to provide some professional guidance and direction 
within the Compensation and pension service.  but at a typical re-
gional office, you will not find a doctor, a physician.
 tHe CHairman.  those are here in d.C., the advisors?
 mr. aUment.  they are either here in d.C. or out-stationed, but 
they are connected to our central office component, yes.
 tHe CHairman.  who do they advise?
 mr. aUment.  they advise the director of Compensation and pen-
sion service in the development of regulation changes.  they work 
together in developing some of the requirements for medical exams, 
those types of advisory activities.
 tHe CHairman.  Chairman terry, do you have any -- 
 mr. terry.  Whenever an individual is being seen for a specific is-
sue that they have brought forward, of course our medical centers 
are available and our veterans are referred to the medical centers 
for their evaluation and for an examination which addresses each 
specific concern they might have.
 it is our hope that we have the kind of expertise that can render the 
kind of decisions which allow us to look fairly at a specific issue or a 
specific problem and render a decision which is fair.
 as dr. Jones described, apparently his experience was such that 
the person or persons who examined him were not in his view quali-
fied  to do so.    I do not have  that  information before me, but  I will 
certainly look into it, i assure you.
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 tHe CHairman.  i have one more question, mr. udall, and then i will 
yield to you.
 we look at this from a Congressional standpoint as we do our over-
sight of the executive function.  sometimes it could even be simply, 
and say, well, if you have this backlog and you have these kind of 
problems, do we either need to throw more money at it or more people 
or both.  we often do that.
 you pick any agency, your department, for example.  we have done 
that over the years, even on our budgetary processes on this Commit-
tee, do we increase your fte or not, or what do we give you in your 
budget?  do we add back in what you took away?
 so in your testimony, you say since 2000, you have had a 36 percent 
increase in your claims, but have you increased your staffing, your 
fte at the same time?
 mr. aUment.  We have not increased staffing in absolute terms, Mr. 
Chairman.  but, i believe, part of the challenge to us as managers 
and leaders in the organization is to make sure that we are using the 
resources that you provide us as wisely as possible.
  We have directed over the course of that time interval more staffing 
to the direct work done by the people at the regional office working 
in our staffing centers.  In some cases, we have done this by reducing 
management overhead staff and, in some cases, trying to balance the 
staffing that is applied to some of the other business lines that VBA 
is responsible for administering.
 but i agree with you that there is no simple answer by just throw-
ing money at the problem.  if you were to tell me today to go out and 
hire an additional thousand staff throughout the system, we would 
not see results that are going to immediately change things around 
because, again, we have to have competent, skilled, trained staff in 
the right positions.
 and i think the key for us is making sure that we provide them the 
right training, the right tools, and provide the right oversight on the 
system to make sure that things are being done uniformly and accu-
rately across the system.
 tHe CHairman.  Chairman terry, when we submit our budgetary 
estimates, adding additional, for example, on fte, it is dependent on 
the appropriators following suit.   
 would that help you?  is that something we should be looking at?
 mr. terry.  more resources are helpful to every organization.  there 
is no question about that.  We are looking at the many efficiencies we 
can utilize this year to accomplish the mission within our budget that 
has been provided by the administration.
 Certainly we are mindful that every department, every organiza-
tion needs more resources.  and we are also mindful, and i especially 
have been in government 38 years, sir, i know that when our secre-
tary advocates strongly before omb and omb gives us what they 
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give us, that is what happens.  and we will work within that budget.  
we will do the very best we can, sir.  we are mindful that it takes 
people to manage the system.
 we are also mindful, though, that eliminating avoidable remands, 
better training for our people, working more closely with Vba, work-
ing very closely with the Veterans health administration, and setting 
up better programs to examine our folks with protocols that actually 
are consistent each time so that, for example, in ptsd, we have the 
type of examination that allows us to be consistent.
 these are the kinds of things that will make a great difference for 
us.  and we will certainly do that.  i commit to you that we are.  we 
are doing that right as we speak.
 tHe CHairman.  as you formulated your budget, did you make a 
request for increases in your fte?
 mr. terry.  sir, i can just tell you that our authorization for 2007 
is going to be 444, we believe.  we are at 434 right now.  we are 
certainly appreciative of whatever support we receive.  and we are 
certainly aware that the administration is supporting us to the ex-
tent certainly that they can with the other priorities we have in this 
government.
 we are mindful of our responsibilities.  we are trying to write 
shorter and more concise decisions.  we are trying to get our people 
to do more with what we have and we will continue to do that.
 tHe CHairman.  secretary aument.
 mr. aUment.  as far as 2007, as the Chairman knows right now, we 
are still in the predecisional phases of the 2007 budget process.  i am 
not really at liberty to discuss what we have requested either from 
omb or from the administration.
 i can tell you that we have committed this year to trying to make 
sure that we honestly and accurately tell the decision makers on the 
budget what we believe a certain level of resources is going to buy 
in the way of performance.  and we have shown an array of options 
as to what performance to expect given the resource levels that are 
ultimately approved.
 frankly, we would probably be happy.  we believe that we can put 
a considerable dent into the backlog and into the current pending 
volume of claims if we sustain ourselves at the resource level that we 
have been given for the 2006 budget year.
 tHe CHairman.  let me try it this way.  do you anticipate an in-
crease in your fte or a decrease in your fte in 2007?
 mr. aUment.  i don’t know what to anticipate, mr. Chairman.  as i 
said before, the -- 
 tHe CHairman.  all right.  it is Christmas.  what are you looking for 
in your Christmas package?
 mr. aUment.  well, we would always use some additional staff un-
der the tree under those scenarios, mr. Chairman.
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 tHe CHairman.  getting comfort with that.
 mr. Udall.
 mr. Udall.  thank you, mr. Chairman.  that is one way to ap-
proach it, i guess.
 secretary aument, you point out in your testimony that the work-
load for original claims has increased by 25 percent over the last two 
years and reopened claims increased by two to three percent each 
year.
  Staffing has not increased as the Chairman has just pointed out.  
it has not increased by the same amount.  and as of september 30th, 
the VA had 173 fewer employees in regional offices to handle compen-
sation and pension claims than on september 30th, 2002.
 the Va inspector general reported earlier this year that regional 
office staff felt that they were not adequately staffed to provide ac-
curate and timely decisions on claims.  unfortunately, the recently 
approved budget does not include a recommendation for an increase 
to meet the need.
 isn’t the rising claims and appellate backlog due in part to insuf-
ficient staffing to make quality decisions?   Since the average num-
ber of claims per case has increased, should Va revise its production 
standards?
 mr. aUment.  i see no reason at this point to revise our production 
standards.  it is certainly our expectation, and i would assume it is 
the expectation of this Committee as well, that we expect our staff to 
become more productive, that i think it is a reasonable expectation 
that we provide training and tools to make staff gain productivity 
each and every year.
 with the 2006 budget that the Congress has given us, we are go-
ing to be able to put between 300 and 350 more staff into the com-
pensation and pension claims process throughout the system in our 
regional offices.
  So we are  confident  that we are going  to be able  to  increase  the 
staffing  levels  in 2006.   And we believe  that with  those additional 
resources we are going to make some real inroads on the backlog.
 mr. Udall.  so your answer to the question on rising claims and 
appellate backlog due in part to insufficient staffing, you would say 
yes or no on that?
 mr. aUment.  well, i would say right now that the rising workload 
speaks for itself, that the workload from 2003 to 2004 increased by 
five percent, from 2004 to 2005 by an additional three percent.
 we do not have the best way of looking at that and making future 
predictions, but it is certainly our hope and expectation that that 
workload is going to level off.
 but, again, we have more resources at our disposal this year.  we 
believe that we can make some inroads on the backlog.
 mr. Udall.  i am also very concerned about the ratio of employees 
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at regional offices to the pending workload.  It appears that some of-
fices, such as Salt Lake City, have twice as many employees as other 
offices, such as New York City, to handle a comparable caseload.
  Is the VBA’s policy of starving poor performing offices and feeding 
better performing offices contributing to the degradation of services 
in some parts of the country?
 mr. aUment.  i do not believe so, Congressman.  you are absolutely 
correct that we have been utilizing a resource model over the last sev-
eral years that tends to push resources out to those offices that have 
proved to be most productive in using those resources.  and quite 
often that has resulted in some downsizing of some of the offices in 
our larger urban areas.
 we have tried to counterbalance that impact because we do believe 
that is the best use of those resources, sending them where they are 
likely to be most productive.  we have tried to counterbalance that by 
making sure that we make workload adjustments as well and move 
workload around so as not to penalize the veterans in those offices’ 
jurisdiction.  but we do believe it makes the most sense to send the 
resources where they are going to be best used.
 mr. Udall.  Chairman terry, veterans who requested a hearing 
before the Board waited an average of 607 days in 2005.  I find that 
waiting time unconscionable.  we need to look at the time line from 
the perspective of veterans like dr. Jones who are waiting for a deci-
sion.
 mr. Chairman, i would like to include a copy of the elapsed process-
ing time for fiscal year 2005 into the record, two sheets here.
 Chairman terry, are you familiar with this document?
 mr. terry.  i am, sir.
 tHe CHairman.  all right.  this will be entered into the record.  no 
objection.
 mr. Udall.  thank you.
  [The attachment appears on p. 65]

 mr. Udall.  and during a subcommittee hearing earlier this year, 
Acting Chairman Garvin testified that the Board had adequate staff 
to do its job.  now it appears that veterans who seek travel board 
hearings or video hearings may be waiting almost two years for a 
hearing.  for decisions made last year for claims from the new york 
regional office, veterans waited over five years for a Board decision.
 how many additional staff and travel funding would be needed to 
provide veterans with a hearing within three months after the claim 
is certified to the Board as ready?
 mr. terry.  thank you for the question, mr. udall.
 let me tell you how the travel board system works and it will help 
explain what we are trying to do to ameliorate the problem.
 as soon as a case is prepared and in VaCols, which is our track-
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ing system, we learn that this individual is awaiting a hearing, we 
arrange for a travel board to go to one of our 57 ros.  we have 106 
travel boards scheduled for this coming year.  on travel boards, 
each judge on that board will hear 43 cases a week.
 and so consequently, if you have two judges or three judges, it will 
be 43 times three or times two, whatever it is, but we will make al-
lowances for additional travel boards as the cases become ready.  as 
soon as a case is posted in our VaCols system as being ready, we 
arrange for a travel board to take care of that particular docket.
 so while i agree that the system takes far too long from the stand-
point of our board when a docket is ready to go and when the Vsos 
have gotten their clients ready and have provided the representation 
of the clients and are ready to go, then that case is listed as ready on 
the docket.  when we have 43 cases ready, that provides a docket for 
one judge to go out and handle those cases.
 we do it on a continuing basis, sir.  i recognize those times are 
extremely long.
 in the preparation of a case in our system, which is open until the 
final decision  is made, any new evidence  can come  in at any  time.  
this causes some delays and raises new issues.  it may require new 
examination.  it may require that we reinvestigate or get additional 
documents or data from the different medical facilities where the in-
dividual was previously treated or it may involve records from years 
before.
  Dr. Jones testified that he first applied in 1999.   This is an indi-
vidual who came into the service in 1950.  we are dealing with re-
cords that are extremely old.  we are trying to get everything we can 
to make decisions which really are helpful to the individual and that 
represent the complete database which represents his case.
  I admit when we look at these figures, we are distressed as well and 
we are trying to shorten them to the extent we can.
 from the board’s perspective, when we get a docket that is ready 
to go, we get a team out there to hear it.  and we are very concerned 
about that.
 mr. Udall.  now, you have given a good explanation in terms of 
how you handle it.  but what i am trying to get at is if you have years 
that people are waiting, veterans are waiting, can you give me any 
idea today how many additional staff and travel funding would be 
needed to provide veterans with a hearing within three months after 
the claim is certified?  Rather than waiting five years as the example 
i gave or the two years, in three months, do you have any idea?
 mr. terry.  sir, i can only tell you that when a docket is ready to go, 
we have the people available now to get out and hear those dockets 
and provide a hearing for these individuals.  and we will continue to 
do that.
 as i pointed out to you earlier, sir, we are part of an administration 
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and the administration produces a budget each year.  and we are 
determined to do within the resources that we have the very best job 
for each of our veterans that we can.  and i make that commitment to 
you as Chairman of the board.
 mr. Udall.  I do not understand why it is taking five years -- 
 mr. terry.  i don’t believe -- 
 mr. Udall.   -- in the New York regional office.
 mr. terry.  in most cases, sir, it is not.  i can tell you that.  it really 
is not.
  For example, in Dr. Jones’ case, he filed his claim in late 1999.  As 
i recall, he had a hearing that he requested after the rating decision 
was made and after the Notice of Disagreement was filed.  He had a 
hearing, i believe, in 2002, but i do not believe that was too long after 
the Form 9 was filed.  So we will have to take a look.
 mr. Udall.  Well, I believe the record that has been put into the file 
shows the significant amount of time that is occurring.  And I still do 
not understand it.
 but i yield back, mr. Chairman.
 tHe CHairman.  ms. herseth, you are recognized.
 mS. HerSetH.  thank you, mr. Chairman.  i apologize to you and to 
the witnesses for not being here earlier.  we had a markup in another 
Committee on which i sit.  i know our witnesses are familiar with 
how that goes as are other members of the Committee.
 and i look forward to reviewing your responses to the questions 
that my colleagues i am sure posed here in the last hour or so ad-
dressing the issues, some of which were raised by dr. Jones, and try-
ing to find the way that we work together to alleviate the backlog, 
make this more timely for our veterans.
 and i know that the hearing is focused today on disability claims, 
but if i might, mr. aument, talk a little bit about the pensions.
 as you know, the pension services have been consolidated from the 
57 regional offices to three of the Pension Maintenance Centers.
 now, i am starting to hear complaints from my constituents that 
the quality of the work at the pmCs is not nearly as good as the 
work done at the regional office.  Part of this trend that we have seen 
today, that we have seen in the past, that the further away you get 
from the local level, the less responsible perhaps the service that is 
being provided.
  The turnaround for awarding claims at the regional office was 30 to 
60 days and the turnaround for awarding claims at the pmCs in st. 
paul is more than six months.
 in addition, my constituents are too often asked to resend pension 
claim information to the pmC or, worse yet, the original correspon-
dence is simply lost.  now, these are problems that occurred much 
less frequently when the work was done by the regional office.
  So I am wondering first why have the pension services been con-
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solidated and  is  there a benefit  to  the  consolidation of  the pension 
services besides reducing cost, if that indeed has actually been real-
ized, and have you heard any similar complaints from other parts of 
the country?
 mr. aUment.  Congresswoman, i understand that some of the veter-
ans in your state have voiced those concerns.  i have seen some of the 
letter traffic on that and I do understand that there are concerns.
  Sioux Falls happens to be a very good office.  And we find that we 
have  some  of  our  best  offices  out  in  the  heartlands  of  the  country 
where they have some of the most stable workforces.  those are some 
of the best performing offices in the country.
 now, having said that, i do believe that the consolidation of our 
pension operations is the right thing to do.  the intention here is to 
achieve both qualitative and quantitative benefits of productivity and 
improved quality.
 our pension claims are some of the most complex claims and some 
of the most error-prone claims in our system.  and some of the ex-
pected benefits that we believe that we are realizing  from the con-
solidation of these pension efforts will accrue not only to the pension 
program, but to the disability compensation program as well.
 this type of consolidation effort relieves us of some of the training 
that we would otherwise have to conduct for new staff coming into the 
system at the 57 different offices.
 so we believe that it is the right thing to do in order to make the 
best use of the resources.
 mS. HerSetH.  But if I might, what are some of the benefits that you 
think have been realized or will be realized with consolidation other 
than saving cost?
 mr. aUment.  we believe it is going to be improving quality as well 
at a national level.
 mS. HerSetH.  and you mentioned that you saw some of the letter 
traffic coming from my constituents who it seems are being penalized 
because they have got great folks out of the regional office who have 
done a great job for them.
 and you just responded to mr. udall’s questions about getting re-
sources to those areas that are efficiently using those resources.  And 
i know that there are some differences there.
  Have you seen letter traffic in other parts of the country, in other 
districts where it suggests that veterans themselves are realizing the 
benefits from the consolidation?
 mr. aUment.  not really.  this concern with the pension consolida-
tion  is  largely confined to  the Sioux Falls area  from what we have 
been hearing.
 mS. HerSetH.  But my question is, have you seen letter traffic sug-
gesting that veterans feel in other parts of the country that they are 
being better served by the consolidation?
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 mr. aUment.  Well, we rarely see that type of traffic where people 
are writing to us -- 
 mS. HerSetH.  thanking for -- 
 mr. aUment.  yes.
 mS. HerSetH.  i have seen the correspondence thanking them for 
the timely handling -- 
 mr. aUment.  what i am saying pertains to the pension mainte-
nance operations, which is the part of the pension programthat today 
has been consolidated.
 mS. HerSetH.  Okay.  And you have not seen any other letter traffic 
in any -- 
 mr. aUment.  no, i have not.
 mS. HerSetH.   -- other district like that that you have seen in south 
dakota with folks that used to get timely service, but now are real-
izing significant delays?
 mr. aUment.  no, we have not, Congresswoman.
 mS. HerSetH.  okay.  thank you.
 i yield back, mr. Chairman.
 tHe CHairman.  i am going to turn to the social security adminis-
tration for a second.
 all of the members here in the house and in the senate have case-
workers who deal with our constituents on social security disability 
claims.  we do everything we are supposed to do to help them in that 
process.  the social security administration stays in touch with our 
offices via computer, lets them know how the claim is going, and what 
is happening.  You do not do that with any of our offices.
 would you consider taking a look at what the social security ad-
ministration does with regard to how they interct with all of our con-
gressional and senatorial offices to help our staff as they also assist 
these veterans on appeals?  would you please consider looking at 
that?
 mr. aUment.  absolutely, mr. Chairman.  we certainly will.  we 
will take that one on.
 tHe CHairman.  all right.  thank you.
 over the last ten years, the department has spent at least 600 mil-
lion on Vetsnet.  what measurable outcomes have resulted from this 
investment, what other it initiatives are underway at Vba, and at 
what projected cost?
 mr. aUment.  Okay.  The $600 million figure having been spent on 
Vetsnet covers quite a bit of territory, mr. Chairman.  it includes not 
only money spent on the development of the application for Vets net, 
but the purchase of desk top computers throughout the system, e-
mail systems, local area networks, actually putting any of the equip-
ment it needed in place to facilitate day-to-day operations.
 it includes the amounts that have been spent in support of the 
loan guarantee program, which is probably one of our most highly 
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evolved technological business lines in Vba.  so it covers quite a bit 
of territory.
 the Vetsnet, if i could focus more particularly on the application of 
Vetsnet, i will talk about that just for a moment.
 really the heart and core of the Vetsnet endeavor is to get ourselves 
off of the old legacy payment system and better poise ourselves to be-
come more modern in the future and adopt some of the practices such 
as social security and some other organizations have today.
 there are four primary applications that constitute the Vetsnet 
suite of applications for the disability compensation and pension pro-
cess.
  The first is the application used in support of development activi-
ties called Map D.  That is currently in use at every office throughout 
the country, 57 regional offices.
 the second application component is the rba 2000 application.  
that supports the rating activity.  that as well is in use at every of-
fice around the system.
 the last two components that are needed to get off of the legacy 
system are the award component where they actually put the award 
made by the raters into place and the back office finance and account-
ing system component.  those are still in some stage of development, 
but are being tested at both our Lincoln and our Nashville offices.
  We believe that there have been good benefits that have accrued 
from  the  first  two  components  and we  expect  to  see  benefits  from 
the third.  Productivity benefits are expected, for example, from the 
award piece.
 right now, as you are probably aware, many of our awards include 
some  type  of  a  retroactive  component where  a  veteran  has  filed  a 
claim and the effective date may go back to some years in the past.  it 
often requires some very complex calculations that can take an expe-
rienced authorizer some hours to compute.
 the Vetsnet award component will compute that automatically 
and it is going to be considerably more accurate as well.  it is going to 
eliminate opportunities for errors.
 we have some built-in security features that will go along with 
award that are going to be putting some computerized controls in 
place for large awards of over $25,000, that we believe are going to be 
reducing our vulnerability to any type of fraud.
 and we believe that there have been productivity achievements as-
sociated with the first two applications as well.
 the rba 2000 application is going to give us a wealth of data that 
we can use to learn more about the nature of our claims, help us 
discover where we most need training, and discover errors.  so we 
believe there are considerable benefits associated with it.
 tHe CHairman.  let me ask a question of Chairman terry with re-
gard to this new evidence issue.
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 you know, when you think about how we practice law out there and 
if the appellate courts on appeal, something comes up, obviously they 
remand it back for a new trial if the new evidence is substantial and 
material to the findings.
 we are going through an administrative process and if there is 
one piece of paper missing, you have got to remand the whole thing 
back.
 have you ever considered whether or not we should change that 
at all or these are judgments that we can go ahead and make at the 
appellate level or -- 
 mr. terry.  we are trying very hard to do just what you have in-
dicated.  we have a waiver process which we put in place through a 
Chairman’s memorandum earlier this year  -- 
 tHe CHairman.  good.
 mr. terry.   -- which basically provides us the opportunity to go to 
the veteran and say your case is in hearing.  you provided this new 
information.  would you let us handle it and consider it during the 
litigation of the case rather than sending it back to the agency of 
original jurisdiction.
 normally under our regulations, unless waived, it would have had 
to have gone back and start the process all over again, having the 
regional office take another look at it.
 this gives the veteran an opportunity to give us the chance to con-
sider it at the appellate level and handle a claim.  it is a very success-
ful program.
 tHe CHairman.  that is great.
 mr. terry.  and it is just one way we are looking at the program 
and the process to try to make it more streamlined and give the vet-
eran a better shake.
 tHe CHairman.  Can you share with us a copy of that decision of 
what you have made?
 mr. terry.  i will provide a copy of that memorandum, sir.
  [The information is found on p. 167]

 tHe CHairman.  yes.  i would like to see that.
 what impact has that had on your remand rate?
 mr. terry.  i think it certainly has helped.  as you know, we went 
down from last year 56.8 percent to 36 or -- i think it is 38 percent 
last year.  And the first two months of this year, we are down to 32.1 
percent, sir.  so we are looking at a lot of different things to help the 
process. this is one of those.
 tHe CHairman.  all right.  Congratulations, Chairman.  that is very 
good.
 any other questions of the panel?
  [No response.]
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 tHe CHairman.  all right.  gentlemen, thank you very much for your 
testimony.
 the second panel is now excused.
 
 tHe CHairman.  mr. secretary, mr. Chairman, i know you are really 
anxious to leave and get out of here.  would you mind listening to the 
oral testimony of the Vsos and then take off?  would that be okay?  
our next panel is comprised of veteran service organizations.  they 
have spent thousands of hours out there helping a lot of our veterans.  
and if you hear something that might be helpful to you -- okay?  i ap-
preciate you staying.
 if panel three will please come to the table.
 representing the american legion today is mr. donald mooney.  
mr. mooney is the assistant director for resource development, Vet-
erans’ affairs and rehabilitation Commission at the american le-
gion.
 prior to his current position, he served as the 9th appeals represen-
tative team leader at the board of Veterans’ appeals in washington, 
d.C.
 mr. mooney entered the united states air force in 1967 and as a 
result of his military service, he received the air force Commenda-
tion medal, the air force good Conduct medal, presidential unit Ci-
tation, outstanding unit ribbon, national defense service ribbon, 
and the Vietnam service medal.   
 representing amVets today is mr. James doran, the national 
service director of amVets.  he joined amVets as the national 
service director on march 10, 2003.  as the national service direc-
tor, he oversees the operation of 44 AMVETS service offices located in 
30 states and the district of Columbia.
  His staff of 61 provides assistance to veterans in filing claims for 
benefits with  the Department  of Veterans Affairs.   He also  coordi-
nates with many state departments, Veterans affairs, and county 
veterans service offices nationally.
 he served in the united states navy from January 1963 to 1983.  
his military awards include the navy Commendation medal for her-
oism, the Combat action ribbon, the navy achievement medal, and 
a number of other awards and decorations.
 representing the disabled american Veterans is mr. brian law-
rence, the assistant national legislative director.  mr. lawrence is a 
service-connected disabled veteran of the persian gulf war.  he was 
appointed the assistant national legislative director of the million-
plus disabled american Veterans in august of 2000.  he is employed 
at the daV national service and legislative headquarters in wash-
ington, d.C.
 we also have mr. blake ortner representing the paralyzed Veter-
ans of america.  mr. ortner is the associate legislative director of 
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PVA’s national office in Washington, D.C.
 a native of moreland, minnesota, he attended the university of 
Minnesota  in  Minneapolis  on  an  Army  Reserve  Officer  Training 
Corps scholarship.  he graduated in 1983 with a degree in interna-
tional relations, commissioned as a regular army infantry second 
lieutenant.
 while stationed at ft. lewis, washington, he served with the 9th 
infantry division in the army’s elite second ranger battalion.  he left 
active duty in september of 1987, and continues his military service 
as an infantry lieutenant colonel in the Virginia national guard.
 in 2001, he served a nine-month deployment as part of s4-10 peace 
keeping mission to bosnia and slavenia.  he returned in July of 2005 
after a year of commanding the infantry battalion task force in af-
ghanistan.
 finally, representing the Veterans of foreign wars we have mr. 
kinderman, the deputy director of the national legislative service.  
mr. kinderman served in the united states army during the Viet-
nam war, including 13 months with the 25th infantry division in 
Vietnam.
 well, i thought there was going to be some more, but that is it.
 mr. kinderman.  that is enough, sir.
 tHe CHairman.  is that enough?  i am sure there has got to be a lot 
more good stuff there.
 i appreciate the deputy secretary and Chairman for staying.  they 
are going to be here for your testimony.  and then, gentlemen, if you 
have to leave, i understand.  but they represent organizations who 
have put in a lot of time and effort on behalf of a lot of our comrades.  
and i appreciate you being here to listen to their testimony.
 with that, mr. lawrence, you are now recognized.

statements of brian e. lawrenCe, assistant nation-
 al legislatiVe direCtor, disabled ameriCan 
 Veterans; donald l. mooney, assistant direCtor
 for resourCe deVelopment, Veterans’ affairs and
 rehabilitation Commission, the ameriCan legion;
 James doran, national serViCe direCtor, amVets;
 blake ortner, assoCiate legislatiVe direCtor,
 paralyzed Veterans of ameriCa; and Quentin 
 kinderman, deputy direCtor, national legisla-
 tiVe serViCe, Veterans of foreign wars

statement of brian e. lawrenCe

 mr. lawrenCe.  thank you, sir.
 mr. Chairman, and members of the Committee, on behalf of the 1.3 
million members of the daV, thank you for the opportunity to submit 
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our views on the challenges and opportunities facing the Va disabil-
ity claims processing system.
 as mentioned in my written statement, my perspective of the claims 
system is based on my tenure as a daV nso and also as a medical 
retired veteran with a service-connected claim.
 i saw a news article this morning that i thought was somewhat 
analogous to one of the problems i described in my testimony.  the 
news story was about an emergency call to 911 that led to a tragedy.  
the tragedy occurred because the 911 operator took it upon herself 
to decide that the situation the caller described was not a true emer-
gency.  she refused to notify the police and a woman was murdered 
as a result of the operator’s complacency.
 though the operator probably deals with dozens of calls in which 
circumstances have been overblown, personal judgment should not 
override protocol.  as frustrating and irresponsible as useless calls 
to 911 may be, the greater outrage occurs when a legitimate call is 
disregarded by a bureaucrat who acts as a self-appointed judge.
 there are some Va employees who are also self-appointed judges.  
in some instances, i knew of situations where Va adjudicators would 
deliberately deny disability compensation claims, both increases and 
the establishment of service connection, based on their mispercep-
tions rather than the evidence available or the controlling regula-
tions.
 never once was i aware of such an individual losing his or her job 
despite repeated blatant denials in the face of qualifying evidence.  
rather, justice usually had to be sought at the next higher level, the 
bVa.
 though the claims backlog does not exist solely because of it, elimi-
nation of this type of attitude would eliminate a lot of duplicated work.  
this can be accomplished through training and accountability.
 Competent quality reviewers should review a random sample of 
work from each adjudicator and remedial training should be imposed 
when deficiencies are revealed.
 Va leadership must enforce accountability through a willingness to 
replace individuals who are not succeeding.
 an effective training program requires knowledgeable and expe-
rienced instructors who have the time necessary to devote to their 
jobs.
 accomplishing these objectives will require adequate resources 
which are essential to an efficient and effective benefits delivery sys-
tem.  adequate resources will allow the Va to develop a training pro-
gram to increase proficiency of existing adjudicators and bolster staff 
to levels that allow for a reasonable amount of time to thoroughly 
develop and deliberate on compensation claims.
 the Va cannot overcome the problems it is facing without these ad-
equate resources.  therefore, sir, we urge the Committee to consider 
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the recommendations and funding levels presented in the indepen-
dent budget.
 mr. Chairman, this is the gist of my written statement, and i will 
be happy to answer any questions that are more specific.
 tHe CHairman.  mr. lawrence, do you offer your written statement 
for the record?
 mr. lawrenCe.  pardon me?
 tHe CHairman.  do you offer your written statement for the re-
cord?
 mr. lawrenCe.  yes, sir.
 tHe CHairman.  hearing no objections, so entered.
  [The statement of Brian E. Lawrence appears on p. 102]
 
 tHe CHairman.  mr. mooney.
 actually, all of you, if you have written statements to submit, do 
all of you?
  Everyone  answers  in  the  affirmative.    Therefore,  your  written 
statement will be offered into the record.  and you may present a 
five-minute oral summary.
 mr. mooney, you are now recognized.

statement of donald l. mooney

 mr. mooney.  mr. Chairman, thank you for this opportunity to pres-
ent the american legion’s views on the challenges and opportunities 
facing Va disability claims processing in 2006.
 Va has the responsibility to ensure the welfare of the nation’s vet-
erans, their families, and survivors.  providing quality decisions in 
a timely manner will continue to be one of Va’s most daunting chal-
lenges in 2006 and beyond.
 i also have a litany of statistics which i will forego for the sake of 
brevity.  But of the 763,000 determinations in fiscal year 2005, VA is 
expecting three and four percent increases in 2006 and 2007 respec-
tively, amounting to 826,000 claims in 2006 and 842,000 in 2007.  if 
this trend continues, and there is no reason to believe it won’t given 
the ongoing war on terror, Vba will be swamped by over a million 
claims by fiscal year 2009.
  It is clear to The American Legion that current staffing and profi-
ciency levels, Va backlog and processing time will only worsen.
 additionally, following much media attention, a report by Va’s in-
spector general, a provision in the “enacted military Quality of life 
and Veterans’ affairs appropriations act” for 2006, requires Va to 
conduct outreach to veterans in states with average annual disability 
compensation payments at less than $7,300.
 while we agree that it was necessary to cure inequities in the sys-
tem, this, too, will add to Vba’s backlog.
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  Whether simple or complex, VA regional offices are expected to con-
sistently develop and adjudicate claims in a fair, legally proper, and 
timely manner.  the challenges that bVa faces in 2006 in meeting 
these workloads are in staffing levels, training, and quality of deci-
sion making.
  The adequacy of regional office staffing has as much to do with the 
actual number of personnel as it does with the training and compe-
tency of the staff.
 Vba has lost much of its institutional knowledge base over the 
past four years because of the retirement of many of its 30 plus year 
employees.  As a result, staffing in most regional offices is now made 
up largely of trainees or employees with less than five years of experi-
ence.
  Concern over adequate staffing in VBA was addressed by the VA IG 
in the same report, specifically recommending in view of growing de-
mand the need for quality and timely decisions and the ongoing train-
ing requirements that Vba reevaluate human resources and ensure 
that their field organization is adequately staffed and equipped.
  Additionally,  the  Chairman  of  the  Veterans’  Disability  Benefits 
Commission questioned the Under Secretary for Benefits about the 
adequacy of current staffing levels at a meeting this past July.  The 
under secretary conceded that the number of claims’ workers has 
decreased over the past three years.
 the american legion believes it is an extreme disservice to veter-
ans, not to mention unrealistic, to expect Va to continue to process an 
ever-increasing workload while maintaining quality and timeliness 
with fewer staff.
 over the past few years, the american legion’s quality review 
team has visited almost 40 VA regional offices to assess overall op-
erations, including reviews of recently adjudicated claims where the 
american legion held power of attorney.
 our site visits found that frequently there are too few supervisors 
or inexperienced supervisors to provide trainees mentoring, training, 
and quality assurance.  at many stations, ongoing training for new 
hires as well as more experienced staff was suspended to focus maxi-
mum effort on production.
 that being said, we are encouraged by the under secretary’s public 
commitment to improve the training of Vba personnel, and we look 
forward to improvements in this area in 2006.
 for years, the american legion has stated that the imperative in 
Va claims processing has been to process as many claims as possible 
as quickly as possible.  the ig acknowledged that because the Va 
often does not take the time to obtain all relevant evidence, there is a 
good chance that these claims are not properly developed, leading to 
premature adjudications, improper denials, under-evaluation of dis-
abilities, and inconsistent decisions.
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 the pressure on Va leadership to reduce a growing claims backlog 
and provide timely decision is often at odds with efforts to maintain 
or improve the quality of decision.  setting realistic production goals 
that take into consideration the number of cases and increasing com-
plexity must be accomplished if Va is ever to reach a balance between 
production and quality.
 that concludes my statement, mr. Chairman.  i will be glad to an-
swer any questions.
  [The statement of Donald L. Mooney appears on p. 91]
 
 tHe CHairman.  thank you, mr. mooney.
 mr. doran.

statement of James w. doran

 mr. doran.  mr. Chairman, mr. udall, on behalf of amVets na-
tional Commander, edward w. kemp, i would like to thank you for 
the opportunity to present testimony to this Committee.
 for almost 60 years, amVets has represented the needs of the 
american veteran, working with this Committee and the department 
of Veterans’ affairs to ensure that those needs are met.
 it is my unfortunate duty to report to you that in our opinion, those 
needs are not being met, not by the department of Veterans’ affairs, 
not by the Congress, and not by this Committee.
  As of 26 November, the Veterans’ Benefits Administration reports 
that 117,766 claims have been pending for more than 180 days.  that 
is almost 20,000 more claims pending than at this same time last 
year.
 there are, of course, reasons for that:  budgets that cannot stretch 
to meet the needs of the Vba; experienced employees retiring and 
being replaced by novices requiring years of training; and the global 
war on terrorism.
 however, none of these reasons are pertinent.  general of the army 
bradley summed it up in 1947 when he said “we are dealing with 
veterans, not procedures, with their problems, not ours.”  that has 
not changed.
 the department of Veterans’ affairs is tasked with dealing with 
the problems our veterans have, physical, emotional, financial, and 
educational.  everything else is secondary in nature.
 the key issues that you are interested in are the challenges and the 
opportunities facing disabilities claims processing.  the challenge is 
simple.  how can Va adequately process disability claims with the 
funds they have been given?  the answer is, they cannot.
 if you, the members of Congress having oversight over the depart-
ment, cannot get them the funding they need to fully staff all Vba 
benefits offices and regional offices, then VA will never be able to do 
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its job to the best of its ability.
 if Vba is going to reduce the claims backlog to zero, if Vba is going 
to have to process over three-quarters of a million claims per year, if 
Vba is going to deal with veterans and their problems, you need to 
do your part.  you need to get them the funds they need to hire ad-
ditional full-time employees.
 the opportunities are heavily keyed into the challenges.  the fund-
ing for and creation of additional full-time equivalent employees for 
the Vba should provide additional employment opportunities for our 
veterans.
 unfortunately, as of the most recent data published on the Va web 
site, only 27 percent of all dVa employees are veterans preference 
eligible.  that is not something to be proud of.  this is the united 
states department of Veteran affairs.  the majority of all of their 
employees should be veteran preference eligible.
 an even more important issue within the veteran community hing-
es on partisan politics and trust.  no one asked us which party we 
belonged to when you sent us off to war.  playing partisan politics 
with our lives now is inexcusable.
  This Committee needs to go on the floor with one face, not split into 
party factions.  as members of the house, you represent Congres-
sional districts and political parties.  as members of this Committee, 
you represent all american veterans.
 on Veteran’s day, the secretary announced that a pending review 
of 72,000 approved disability claims for ptsd had been cancelled.  
this announcement was highly publicized and joyfully received by 
the veteran community.
 on 27 november, we found out that less than a week later, the 
secretary requested that the institute of medicine conduct a review 
of posttraumatic stress disorder diagnosis and treatment within the 
dVa.
 is the iom a recognized authority on posttraumatic stress disorder?  
looking at the members of their Committee that may be assigned this 
task, I find there are no military physicians, no DVA physicians, no 
individuals with any apparent background in combat-related ptsd.
 one member of the Committee did serve on the task force that 
wrote the dsm-iV.  however, he specialized in eating disorders.
  A 27-member task force worked five years to develop the DSM-IV 
in a process that involved more than 1,000 psychiatrists and other 
mental health professionals.  now secretary nicholson wants iom to 
reexamine and repudiate the validity of this publication.  why?
 a second Committee will review, among other items, the compen-
sation practices for ptsd and the criteria for establishing the sever-
ity of ptsd as published in the Va schedule for rating disabilities.  
again, i ask why?  isn’t this part of the mandate you have given the 
Veterans’ Disability Benefits Commission?
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  If  the goal  is  to find ways  to  reduce  the amount of money  spent 
on veterans’ disability compensation, all you need to do is ask us.  i 
can tell you without reservation that the only way to effectively re-
duce that expense is to stop committing our young men and women 
to combat.
 in the meantime, you as members of the Congress of the united 
states have a constitutional duty to raise and support armies, to pro-
vide and maintain a navy, to provide for calling out the militia.  we, 
the veterans you created, are a part of that cost, and the bill is fast 
becoming past due.
 that concludes my statement, mr. Chairman.
  [The statement of James W. Doran appears on p. 99]
 
 the Chairman.  mr. ortner, you are recognized.

statement of blake C. ortner

 mr. ortner.  mr. buyer, mr. udall, on behalf of paralyzed Veterans 
of america, i would like to thank you for the opportunity to testify 
today on the challenges and opportunities facing the department of 
Veterans’ affairs as it processes disability claims in 2006.
  PVA maintains a Veterans’ Benefits Department with offices across 
the country which provides assistance and representation at no cost 
to veterans seeking health care and benefits for which they are eli-
gible.
  Our service officers undergo extensive training, including on-the-
job training, prior to being released to assist pVa members, their 
families, and other veterans.
 to properly address the issues today, we contacted our national 
service officers and asked  for  comments.   Their  responses  focus on 
four themes.  timeliness and accuracy of ratings decisions and train-
ing and accountability of Va claims adjudication personnel.  these 
are not new issues and we find it disconcerting that the same prob-
lems are continuing.
  The most important concern voiced by our service officers was ac-
curacy of ratings decisions.  this problem is not new.
 following the Va Claims processing task force recommendations 
in october 2001, Va placed added emphasis on reducing the claims 
backlog.
 pVa believes that the accuracy of decisions was negatively impact-
ed by the race to cut the pending workload.  our nso’s stated that 
Va is concentrating more on the backlog and not on the quality of the 
decisions.
 furthermore, the Va continues to recognize effectiveness of re-
gional offices through the workload that it completes and not through 
quality decisions.  Some service officers believe that it is less punish-
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able to make a wrong denial than to make a wrong award of benefits.  
and this is unacceptable.
  However, this  is not a universal theme.   Some of our officers ex-
plained their offices seemed to be operating slower than others be-
cause of an effort to ensure that a veteran receives more accurate de-
cisions.  Quality decisions should trump expediency.  but this cannot 
be used as an excuse for a large backlog.
 timeliness continues to be a challenge.  as you indicated in your 
opening statement, mr. Chairman, a large percentage of claims have 
been pending for over 180 days.  it is unacceptable for veterans to 
wait so long to receive benefits they have earned.
  And, in fact, our service officers indicated that the time it takes to 
develop claims seems to be getting longer.  they recommended that 
Va create a fast track for claims that have the information necessary 
for a rapid ratings decision.
 another issue is the time it takes in many locations processing 
claims regarding simple issues.  these issues include adding or re-
moval of a dependent from a claims file, approving a housing or au-
tomobile grant, or reducing a veteran’s aid and attendance benefits 
when the veteran remains hospitalized.
  Service officers voiced great frustration with a VA regional office 
staff who do not take action quickly on simple decisions and that ad-
dressing these simple issues can take up to a year.
 a bright spot was generally favorable reviews regarding handling 
of claims for disability benefits of veterans injured in Iraq or Afghani-
stan.  Va is putting its best foot forward to help these young men and 
women.  however, we must reiterate the need for the Va to provide 
this type of service universally.
 Vba needs to continue to improve its training program and follow 
up the activities of its personnel through adequate accountability of 
ratings staff at all levels.
 one of the immediate problems facing Vba is the impending re-
tirement of many of its staff.  Vba believes the Va is addressing 
this problem in a way that is adversely affecting ratings decisions.  
new ratings personnel are being rushed through training and then 
plugged into staff holes to begin immediately rating claims.
 we believe these individuals should be required to undergo more 
extensive training before being released to make decisions.
 pVa believes that accountability may be one of the most important 
aspects in the claims adjudication process.  we are concerned that 
Vba distorts accountability by basing performance on processing 
workload with little or no focus placed on making quality decisions.  
Regional office managers will continue to do business in this fashion 
as long as there are no repercussions for bad decisions.
 the Claims processing task force addressed this concern in a re-
port by recommending that funding of regional offices be tied to the 
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performance of those offices with greater resources allocated to the 
highest performers.  The poorest performing offices would receive no 
additional staff or increase in resources.  this seems to be a back-
wards approach to the problem and represents continued acceptance 
of failures in the management structure of those offices.   
 the Va should focus more of its energy and resources on improving 
the operations as well as the quality of decisions of under-performing 
regional offices.  Sanctioning these offices in this manner only pun-
ishes veterans who live in the jurisdiction of the offices.
  Our  service  officers  also made  a  recommendation  regarding  the 
role of the Veterans’ health administration in the claims process.  
Specifically they emphasized the need for a universal  link between 
Vba and Vha facilities.  this would allow Vba to have instant ac-
cess to health records and information for a veteran who files a claim.  
it would ensure that accurate information is available for compensa-
tion and pension examinations.
  These  are  specific  observations  from  our  field  service  personnel, 
dedicated individuals who deal with these issues on an ongoing ba-
sis.
 we look forward to working with the Committee to ensure that vet-
erans’ claims are processed in a timely manner and that they receive 
the most accurate rating decision possible.
 thank you again for the opportunity to testify, and i would be hap-
py to answer any of your questions.
  [Statement of Blake C. Ortner appears on p. 106]
 
 tHe CHairman.  thank you.
 mr. kinderman.

statement of Quentin kinderman

 mr. kinderman.  thank you, mr. Chairman, mr. udall.  the Vet-
erans of foreign wars appreciates this opportunity to present our 
views on claims processing in Vba.
 i think it will come as no surprise to you that we think the basic 
problem is poor quality decision making.  the Vfw supports provid-
ing adequate resources to the Vba to provide highly accurate and 
timely benefits decisions.
 we think the resources should be linked to the improvement of 
quality of claims decisions, a strong commitment by Va leadership, 
and an effective improvement plan.
 the emphasis from the top of the Va has persistently been on just 
moving the cases along to reduce the overall count and to bring down 
the backlog.
 productivity increases are mandated by omb.  this is a euphe-
mism for arbitrary cuts.  this is not conducive to either better than 
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mediocre performance or risk taking by the Va leadership to improve 
the situation.
 we cannot understand the logic of cuts in discretionary goe re-
sources that result in poor decision quality in the much larger com-
pensation entitlement program.  these cuts discourage competent 
administration of the entitlement program which requires much bet-
ter quality control than they have now.
 Compared to the compensation program of a decade or more ago, 
the work is much more complicated.  the system assumes that unless 
something different is justified that what is done is adequate.  VBA 
may set goals to improve quality above a 15 percent error rate, but 
they lack a plan to get there.  this is not adequate.
 until Vba has an overall plan to improve the situation and ask for 
the resources to fix things, little will change for the better.
 Vba operates a quality monitoring system, acronym for which is 
STAR, which finds on a sampling basis that about 15 percent of the 
cases have a significant error.  STAR looks at only 100 cases per of-
fice.  VBA knows things are wrong, but lacks the specifics to act on 
them.
 Very few other cases are reviewed, and with the exception of the 
very small star centralized reviews, the reviews are tempered by a 
higher priority to move the workload.
 we think 15 percent is a very high error rate.  it suggests that every 
VBA decision maker makes a significant error approximately every 
other day.  Veterans and their survivors after waiting many months 
or even years may receive a decision that is significantly flawed.
  Out of 700,000 or more cases done per year, 100,000 are flawed.  Is-
sues aren’t all addressed, VCaa is violated, the decision is wrong or 
the payment is wrong.  nothing trivial is counted as an error.
 the ig found higher average compensation payments with rep-
resentation by veteran service organizations.   This may reflect  the 
Vso’s success in identifying rating decision makers’ errors and in-
sisting on their correction either locally or on appeal.  we have seri-
ous concerns for those veterans who file claims with VA without our 
assistance.
 it seems clear that the Vba has no plan or methodology to elimi-
nate or even accurately identify the serious errors that plague one 
out  of  every  seven or  eight  claims.   VBA must find  the  courage  to 
request the resources and commit to the goals that a get-well plan 
would require.
  Faulty decision making cannot be fixed by  improved  information 
technology or program “reform” and its attendant complexity and du-
plication.  it needs the commitment from the top down to do every 
claim properly, consistent with the letter and the spirit of the law, 
and the resources and tools necessary to ensure that that happens.
 reform of this magnitude is only possible when all concerned are 
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truly interested in improvement and not just putting a positive spin 
on the latest bad news.
 we think that Vba is capable of this kind of improvement and has 
the honesty necessary to accomplish it.  we also think that there is 
no more deserving population of beneficiaries for this improvement 
than the current generation of veterans who are returning from iraq, 
afghanistan, and elsewhere in the global war on terrorism.
 thank you.  i would be pleased to respond to any questions, mr. 
Chairman.
  [Statement of Quentin Kinderman appears on p. 116]
 
 tHe CHairman.  thank you very much.
 thank you, mr. secretary and mr. Chairman, for sticking around.  
you may be excused if you like.
 before i move to questions, i would like to ask mr. doran, so i can 
get a better understanding, are you setting forth a public objection of 
the Va to do this study with iom so that we may better understand 
diagnosis, treatment, compensation?  i mean, i do not understand 
what the objection is.
 mr. doran.  mr. Chairman, i am setting forth a public objection 
of Va spending over a million dollars to duplicate an effort that you 
have directed the Veterans’ Disability Benefit Commission to do and 
that  the Committee  that wrote  the DSM-IV spent five years using 
over 1,000 professionals to write this publication.  and Va is asking 
to repudiate it using 19 people who have no idea what ptsd is all 
about.
 i do not want my million dollars of tax money being spent on that 
when Va has other places they could use it more appropriately.
 tHe CHairman.  all right.  that might be a pretty strong statement 
-- 
 mr. doran.  yes, sir, it is.
 tHe CHairman.   -- to say that iom knows nothing about -- i will 
give you an opportunity to restate.
 mr. doran.  i am looking at the list of members of their mental 
health Committee, which i am assuming is the Committee that will 
be investigating ptsd.  there are no military physicians.  there are 
no dVa physicians.  there is nobody with any knowledge of combat-
related ptsd according to their own biographies.
 tHe CHairman.  the more we conduct an introspection to obtain 
the greater understanding of physiologic, psychologic, psychosocial 
effects of stress is pretty doggone important, mr. doran, i believe.
 now, you may disagree with that, and i respect the position that 
you are taking with amVets that perhaps we should just lock our-
selves into present knowledge, but i disagree.
 mr. doran.  i am not saying lock ourselves in the present knowl-
edge, mr. Chairman.  i am saying use the professionals that have the 
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knowledge.  the people that make up this iom mental health Com-
mittee do not apparently have that knowledge.
 tHe CHairman.  all right.  you are correct about the charter to the 
Commission.  we also recognize that that charter was so broad that 
they are questioning whether or not they can hit their deadline and 
whether we are going to have to extend.
 and there will be cooperation between the Commission and the Va 
with regard to the study and so it will not be duplicitous.  so i want 
you to know that.  okay?
 mr. doran.  oh, i understand that.  i just do not --  no.  i just do not 
think we should -- 
 tHe CHairman.  i did not know if you understood that based on your 
statement.
 mr. doran.  no, no.  we are talking apples and oranges here.
 tHe CHairman.  you just said they are being duplicative.
 mr. doran.  i am talking about the second section of mr. nicholson’s 
commitment to the iom of rewriting the veterans rating schedules on 
ptsd.  that is something you have got the VdbC looking at.
 tHe CHairman.  right.  i am not interested in being multiplicious at 
all either.  there is something out there for us that we need to have a 
greater understanding of.
 i embrace boldly any effort to understand it much better because 
we are all dealing with our comrades who have some very difficult 
stressors that also then have a physiological effect.  the more we can 
understand that the better, i think.
  Each of you  in your  testimony referenced staffing  issues at VBA 
and i just want to make sure we get this consensus.
 do you see additional staff right now a primary solution to attack-
ing part of this workload?  am i hearing that as pretty congruent?
 mr. doran.  yes, sir.
 mr. mooney.  yes, sir.
 tHe CHairman.  all of you?
 mr. ortner.  yes, sir.  but that is only the case if they are -- i mean, 
if they are properly trained.  you can throw any number of staff at 
it.
 tHe CHairman.  yeah.  i get that from your testimony also about the 
supervision because obviously, even if we were to increase the fte 
going into next year, it is far much greater than that because if you 
have supervisors out there, too, who are not as qualified -- I mean, 
this is going to take some time here, right?
 mr. kinderman. mr. Chairman -- 
 tHe CHairman.  yes.
 mr. kinderman.   -- i think we also would like to see management 
direction toward a better quality product rather than a rather myopic 
view that they just want to get the backlogs down.
 i think the day when we can solve the problem with just getting the 
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backlogs down is over.  i think we need to focus for the future and for 
now on getting these claims done right.
 tHe CHairman.  When it takes two years to train a ratings officer, 
doesn’t that sort of speak about the complexity of what we are deal-
ing with?
 mr. kinderman.  i think that speaks to the complexity.  but i think 
when you have that kind of complexity, you cannot simply turn some-
one loose without any kind of controls on the quality of the product 
they are doing.
 if they are going off on their own and they are doing something 
wrong and you are only picking it up in 100 cases a year in that re-
gional office, the damage is done.  And the damage has obviously a big 
number associated with it.
 a lot of those veterans will accept the decision.  they will not ap-
peal.  they will go on.  and what might seem like a small decision 
today can have massive effects on their lifetime later.  i do not think 
there are any trivial decisions.
 tHe CHairman.  i want to take a moment for you to tell a good story.  
each of you represent organizations that do a lot of work out there on 
behalf of our comrades in the assistance and the filing of claims.
 Could you speak to -- let us go right down the line -- the number of 
man hours that is and what type of training programs that each of 
you have to make sure that they are helpful with regard to the claims 
process.
 mr. lawrence.
 mr. lawrenCe.  DAV has 260 national service officers and approxi-
mately 30 transition service officers.  Our TSOs are situated primar-
ily at Benefits Delivery at Discharge sites, which I would also  like 
to add we think are very efficient and also produce a higher quality 
of decision.  and that could hold a key to future problems to this in-
crease in the number of bdds.
 tHe CHairman.  okay.
 mr. lawrenCe.  but with regard to the training is for a national 
service officers,  they undergo a 16-month training, a year of which 
is oJt.
 tHe CHairman.  are these paid positions?
 mr. lawrenCe.  yes, sir.
 mr. mooney.  mr. Chairman, the american legion has accredited 
to it by the VA IG over 750 service officers.  Some of them work di-
rectly for the american legion.  some work for state and county 
veteran service agencies.  but they are all accredited through the 
american legion.
 while our training program is not as regimented or rigorous as 
daV’s, we do take care to see that we have competent people out 
there.  we also have a staff at the board of Veterans’ appeals.  and 
from my own experience, it takes about two and a half years to be-
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come proficient in representing veterans in appeals at the Board.
 i would like to make one other comment and i am drawing on my 
prior career in the electrical construction business around the wash-
ington area.  and, you know, when you get behind on a construction 
contract, you are subject to liquidated damages, you know, meaning 
money.  and what you do in that case is you go down to the union hall 
and you get more electricians and you bring them on the job.  and you 
get caught up.
 and, you know, i understand federal hiring procedures and civil 
service regs are a lot more complicated than just going down to the 
union hall.  but when you get in a hole like Va is about to get into 
with these annual increases in claims, they will collapse under their 
own weight after a while.
 and something has to be done to head that off even if it is tempo-
rary measures to bring down the workload because in the veterans’ 
business, the liquidated damages do not accrue to the contractor.  
they accrue to the veteran because, you know, while they are waiting 
for their benefits to come around to be paid, you know, things happen.  
they lose their houses.  they lose their families.  and it is a situation 
that has to be dealt with.
 tHe CHairman.  thank you.
 mr. doran.
 mr. doran.  mr. Chairman, amVets as the legion uses our own 
national service offices, department service officers, county service of-
ficers, and state employees of Veterans’ Affairs.  We have accredited 
through us about 385 individuals.
 our own training program, which i can, unfortunately, only en-
force on my own staff of national service officers, includes three days 
of hands-on, one-on-one training with the regional director before 
they are allowed to be turned loose with the public.
 now that the program is out, they have been going through the 
Challenge program that the Va has on the computer system and we 
have them go through four days a year of continuing education.
 in addition to that, a few of the folks do attend the national asso-
ciation of County Veteran Service Officers Training Course, wherever 
they hold it from year to year.  they go there at their own option, but 
we pay for them to do that.
 and i would like to make a quick comment about the bdd as well.  
You know, we talked about the staffing, and I agree with the DAV 
that bdd working at the transition sites is outstanding.  but Va has 
divided  the  country  in  the middle  and all  benefits due  on delivery 
claims this side of the mississippi river go to winston salem.  on the 
west side, they go to salt lake City.
  There are staffing problems in both of those areas.  And I am not 
quite sure myself whether they are sending them to two sites for a 
centralized adjudication center or because the sites in seattle and 
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los angeles and bay pines and so on are so overwhelmed that they 
cannot keep up with the local military folks getting out.
  I do know that it really makes it tough when the service officer is in 
seattle and the veteran is puget sound and the claim is in salt lake 
City.  it is kind of tough to work out on this guy’s behalf.
 mr. ortner.  mr. Chairman, pVa is similar with daV.  a large 
number of service officers across the country, they are paid employ-
ees.  they also go through a 16-month training program, which in-
cludes on-the-job training.
 in addition to that, they are trained in medical evaluations, trained 
on regulations and Va procedures.  so they can tell what is going on 
and they can see when there is a problem.
 but in addition to that, they have ongoing evaluations to make sure 
they remain competent in the field as well as testing for any promo-
tions as they move to a higher level of nso positions.
 mr. kinderman.  mr. Chairman, unfortunately, i am from the legis-
lative side of the house and i am relatively new.  i do not really have 
the  specific  information you are  looking  for  on  our  service  officers.  
But I would be pleased to get that for the record for you.  [The infor-
mation provided is found on p. 162]
 tHe CHairman.  nsos, are they all veterans?
 mr. doran.  mine are mostly service-connected disabled, mostly 
military retirees.  a few of them are Va retirees.  and we have stolen 
some of them from daV.
 mr. mooney.  with the american legion, it is a condition of em-
ployment if you are going to work directly with the veteran popula-
tion.
 tHe CHairman.  all the nsos are veterans.  all right.  thank you 
very much.
 mr. Udall.
 mr. Udall.  thank you, mr. Chairman.
  Does the testimony of Dr. Jones reflect the experience of veterans 
your organizations serve in seeking to obtain service-connected com-
pensation benefits from the VA?
 mr. Udall.  all of you indicating yes.
 and some of you are here that participate in the independent bud-
get process and you heard  the  testimony earlier about  the staffing 
problems.  you have very passionately, i think, talked about addi-
tional staffing.
 are you in a position at this point to talk about what you think is 
needed in terms of additional staffing?
 mr. doran.  not really.  not without spending a little bit more time 
sitting down with the books and the paperwork.  but off the top of 
my head, the omb had a lot more claims adjudicators and a lot less 
administrators.
 mr. Udall.  a lot more claims adjudicators and a lot less -- okay.
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 thank you very much.  we very much appreciate your testimony 
today and we are greatly appreciative of your advocacy for veterans.  
thank you for being here.
 thank you, mr. Chairman.
 tHe CHairman.  you know what we have in front of us is sort of this 
bridge in time.  we have the disability Commission and we have 
present problems in how we get to whatever the result is going to be.  
okay?
 and when i look at that, if they are asking for an extension, we 
have got a two- to three-year window.  what is the ramp-up?  what is 
the training?  how much are they going to change the system?  you 
see what is in front of us?
 and i am challenged at the moment because i think there is going 
to have to be a consensus here between -- i think everyone on this 
Committee will go to an increase in fte but at what number, i do not 
know.  but my sense is that we are going to move in that direction, 
mr. secretary, mr. Chairman.
 as i continue -- not just myself -- as all members of this Committee 
continue our work as we go into the 2007 budget process, it would 
probably be very prudent -- i will have a good conversation with mr. 
evans and we are going to explore this further.
 and if we need some more input from you gentlemen, please be re-
sponsive.  i know you will be.  i think this is one we are going to need 
to tackle.  okay?
 thank you very much for your time and your testimony today.  it is 
very important.  thank you.
 the hearing is now concluded.
  [Whereupon, at 4:25 p.m. the Committee was adjourned.]
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